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Forward for Map360 for Conventional Sensors: 

How to use this manual  

 

The Map360 training manual is designed to accompany instruction provided by a certified Map360 

Instructor.  Each chapter in the manual will consist of three parts: 

1. General information about the topic 

2. A detailed breakdown of key (but not all) operations 

3. Numbered instructions guiding the student through an exercise built upon the standard sample 

files 

It is expected that you will have guidance as you work through this manual, from either an instructor or 

from instructional videos that are available at http://learn.leicaims.com, our online school.   

Course Prerequisites 

The Map360 curriculum is designed to introduce a novice user to basic and advanced functions in 

Map360 software.  You will require access to the following software and hardware resources: 

• A Windows 8 or newer computer with a mouse 

• A registered copy of Map360 software.  If you do not have access to the software you can obtain 

a trial version by visiting: 

https://leica-geosystems.com/products/laser-scanners/software/ims/demo-download 

Course Training Files 

All lessons in this manual involve completing an exercise working with our training files.  If you have 

taken some of the online lessons offered in Leica IMS School you will have already downloaded some of 

the materials.  Otherwise these training files will be provided by your instructor or downloaded from the 

links below. 

If you are viewing this document as a PDF file simply pick on the links.  If you are viewing a printed 

version of the manual please enter the URLs listed into an internet browser to start the download 

process: 

Conventional Training Materials: 

Download materials for non-pointcloud topics (if you are not working with pointclouds this is all you 

need!): 

http://s3.microsurvey.com/Training_Forensic/IMS/map360core/materials.zip 

http://learn.leicaims.com/
https://leica-geosystems.com/products/laser-scanners/software/ims/demo-download
http://s3.microsurvey.com/Training_Forensic/IMS/map360core/materials.zip
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Tracks to follow: 

 

The Map360 training curriculum is designed to address the needs of three categories of forensic 

professionals that need to create forensic maps: 

1. Accident Reconstructionists who work with conventional measurement equipment (tape 

measurements, Total Stations or RTK GPS receivers.)  This group of professionals focuses on 

collecting evidence outdoors and is most concerned with creating large scale maps that can help 

jurists make decisions that will enhance motor vehicle traffic safety.  

2. Forensic Mappers who work with conventional measurement equipment (tape measurements, 

Total Stations or RTK GPS receivers) This group of professionals focuses on collecting evidence 

indoors or outdoors and is most concerned with creating smaller scale maps that can help jurists 

make decisions in criminal matters often involving violent crimes. 

3. Accident Reconstructionists OR Forensic mappers that work with Pointcloud data collected from 

scanners or UAVs and photogrammetry software.  This group of professionals will create the 

same types of maps as created by accident reconstructionists or forensic mappers, but will use 

Pointcloud technology to perform the initial measurements. 

Discipline Specific Topics: 

Most Map360 classes are attended by a variety of disciplines, so the Map360 for Conventional 

Sensors curriculum is designed to meet the needs of both groups.  The majority of lessons are suited 

for both accident reconstructionists and forensic mappers, but some lessons are intended for a 

specific discipline.  We expect that instructors will exercise their best judgement when choosing 

which topics best suit their group, and may wish students to complete exercises meant for other 

disciplines.  Below is a short list of exercises meant only for one discipline which the instructor may 

remove from your course assignments: 

Accident Reconstructionist Topics that are optional for Forensic Mappers: 

• Exercise for Accident Reconstruction: Baseline Offset 

• Exercise for Accident Reconstruction: Triangulation 

• Exercise for Accident Reconstruction: Intersection Wizard 

• Points Import for Accident Reconstruction 

• Exercise for Accident Reconstruction: EVR Import 

•  (Optional) Captivate Import for Accident reconstruction 

• Accident Reconstruction 

 

Forensic Mapping Topics which are optional for Accident Reconstructionists: 

• Exercise for Forensic Mapping: Baseline Offsets 
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• Exercise for Forensic Mapping: Triangulation 

• Exercise for Forensic Mapping: Join points by Description 

• Exercise for Forensic Mapping: EVR Import 

• Forensic Diagraming 
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Map360 Start Page and File Management 

 
This dialog opens when you start Map360.  It allows you to: 

• Start a new scene 

• Open an existing scene 

• Access Online Training 

• Access Support Helpdesk 

• Send Feedback 

• View product News 

New Scene 
 
Type in the name of your new 
scene. 
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Check on “Create Scene Folder" 
if it is not already selected. 
 
NOTE: This feature is 
recommended as it allows you 
to store all related files in a 
single folder.  

 
Set the directory where you 
want your scene stored.   
 

 
 

Select the units for your scene: 

 
 

OK creates the scene: 
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File Management 
Open the Home button to see your file 
management options: 
 
Save the scene 
 
Save as… when you need to make a copy 
with a new name 
 
Exit to close the program 
 
Close the drawing without closing the 
program: 

 
 

 

Exercise: New Scene: 

1. Pick on “New Scene” on the Home page 
2. Set the Project folder to .\materials\1basics 
3. Set Units to Feet 
4. Name your new drawing “Start Page.dwg” 
5. Save your drawing 
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Drawing Basics 
Map360 Drawing Basics prepares you to use the fundamental drawing tools to create a Two-

Dimensional forensic diagram. 

• Opening files 

• Navigating the drawing and workspace 

• Understanding CAD tools such as layers, precision snaps and polar tracking 

• Drawing Entities 

• Modifying entities 

• Using the symbol library 

• Annotating and dimensioning 

Start Page 

Exercise: Open Drawing 

1. Pick on “Open Scenes…” on the Home page 

2. Set the Project folder to .\ materials\1basics 

3. Select “Carrington Pedestrian Accident.dwg” 

4. Open 

Navigating Map360 

Zooming and Panning in 2D 

Using the Mouse to Zoom and Pan 

 

Zoom: Using a mouse with a scroll wheel is the easiest way to zoom 

in/out and to pan within a diagram.  Position cursor over the area where 

you want to zoom and use the scroll wheel to zoom in or out. 

Pan: Position the cursor over a point within the diagram, press and hold 

the scroll wheel and move the mouse to pan within your diagram. 

Zoom Extents: Double click the mouse wheel to see your whole drawing 

in one step 

Viewing Options from the Quick Access Toolbar 
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The Quick Access Toolbar has 
options for navigating in your 
drawing. 

Regen: Used rarely but is sometimes accessed when a 
complex drawing needs the display updated.  

 

Pan: The real-time pan button lets you pan around your 
drawing by dragging in the drawing area.  To cancel the 
command, hit ESC on your keyboard.  

 

Zoom Extents:  Allows you to see the entire drawing as 
large as possible in the window.  

HINT: If your drawing appears to “vanish” after hitting this 
button it can indicate that you have something drawn or 
copied far away from your main drawing.  Look carefully 
and you will find a tiny dot that represents your main 
drawing, and another which represents the accidental 
object.  Zoom to each to determine what needs to be 
deleted. 

 

Zoom Window: command allows you to zoom into a 
rectangular area that you specify by opposite corner points 
with the cursor.   

3D Only: Top: This command is a quick way to return your 
drawing view to plan view and zoom to extents.  

3D Only: 3D Orbit:  Allows you to view the scene from any 
direction in 3D space.  

3D Only: Perspective View:  Allows you to view the scene 
with perspective view enabled to simulate a more realistic 
view in which infinite lines converge toward the horizon. 

 

 

Configuring Appearance of Points 

To modify the appearance of points: 
 

1. Pick the Start Button:                                    

 
 

2. Access Settings:                                    
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To modify the sizing of Point labels: 
1. Access Labeling, Rescale Point Labels

 
2. Enter a new Text height: 

 

 
 

 
To enable/Disable floating 
point labels,  

1. Access “Point 
Number” options from 
the Data Group of the 
Data Ribbon 

 
IPN: Independent Point Number 
IPD: Independent Point Description 
IPE: Independent Point Elevation (Will not appear if 
Elevation = 0) 

 

 
 

Workspace 

The images below describe the main functions accessible in the Map360 Default workspace. 
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Exercise: Navigating Map360 

1. Continue working with ““Carrington Pedestrian Accident.dwg” 

2. Experiment with the functions demonstrated 

Layers 
This chapter describes how to create and use layers, as well as ways of controlling layers. Control refers 

to the visibility of the layers, their color, and the type of lines used. Management of layers is 

accomplished through the Layer Manager. 

Layer Basics 

• Drawing layers always lie exactly on top of each other 
• New objects are always drawn on the current layer. When the object is drawn, the layer’s 

properties (specifically, linetype, visibility, and color) apply to the object. 

• Layers are identified by name.  Map360 includes predefined layers already setup. 

• One layer in the drawing is always the current layer. All new entities are automatically drawn on 
this layer. Naturally, you change the current layer whenever you need to. 

• You can lock layers so entities on that layer are not editable. 

• You can control the visibility of a layer by either turning it on or off. 

• You can move entities from one layer to another. 

• Layers can have different colors and linetypes 

• Although you can only draw entities on a single layer (i.e., the current layer), you edit entities 
residing on any layer at any time – with one exception: you cannot edit entities on layers that 
have been frozen, turned off or locked (more later). 

Layer Manager 

Creating new layers, 

choosing a current layer, and 

controlling layer properties 

is accomplished through a dialog box 

called the Layer Manager. You access 

the dialog box with the Explore Layers 

command. 

Layer Name 

To identify layers and differentiate 

between them, each layer has a 

distinctive name. You can assign any name you want up to 31 characters long. The name can consist of 

letters, numbers, and two special characters:  _ (underline) and $ (dollar). All characters in the name are 

automatically capitalized. 
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Some examples of layer names are: 

• Sketch for general drawing 

• Sketch - Building for building outlines 

• Vehicles for vehicles in your drawing 

• Dim for dimensions. 

Color 

Every layer has a color; the default color is black. You can choose one of 255 color shades. Every color 

has its own number. The standard color of the layer can be marked in the color box as BYLAYER.  

Since it is possible to draw on the current layer only, objects still to be drawn are in the standard color of 

the current layer, unless a new color is chosen with the Object Color option. If the standard color of the 

layer is changed using the dialog box for layer control then all drawing elements of this layer that are 

marked with the color BYLAYER assumes the new color. 

Linetype 

Similarly, every layer has a linetype; the default is Continuous (solid). The chosen linetype is marked in 

the dialog box BYLAYER. All elements are drawn in the linetype of the layer unless another linetype is 

chosen for the element. 

If the linetype of a layer is changed using the dialog box layer control, all of the drawing elements of that 

layer which are marked with BYLAYER assume the new linetype. 

While every drawing contains all 255 colors, a new drawing contains only the Continuous linetype. 

Before you can assign other linetypes to a layer, you must load the linetype definitions into the drawing. 

Layer Visibility 

One of the primary advantages of working with layers is that they aid you in visualizing the part, or 

drawing. The visual clarity of a drawing can be improved by turning off the visibility of some layers; this 

“hides” the entities residing on those layers. 

Every layer can be turned on or off independent of all other layers. Changing the visibility is done 

through the Layer Manager (Layer command). 

On / Off Status 

On layers (the default) are visible.  Off layers are invisible and are regenerated with the drawing. 

Locked / Unlocked Status 

It is possible to lock layers so that entities on the layer are visible but may not be edited. New layers are 

created with the status unlocked.  
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When a layer’s status is locked, it is not possible to change, add, or delete entities assigned to this layer. 

This function makes it difficult to make an accidental change to the drawing. The status must be 

changed to unlocked if you want to work with the entities of this layer.  

You can draw new entities on a locked layer. The standard color of the layer may be changed. A locked 

layer may be designated active, visible or invisible, frozen or thawed.  

Thaw / Freeze Status 

Thawed layers (the default) are visible.  Frozen layers are invisible and are not regenerated with the 

drawing.  However, when you thaw a frozen layer, it requires ad regeneration.  If you have open 

viewports you can also freeze just in the current viewport or only for new viewports you create. 

Note: The current layer cannot be frozen. 

Current Layer 

The current layer will have a checkmark 
next to it in the Layer Manager, or will be 
selected in the Quick access toolbar: 
In this example below, Sketch – Car is the 
current layer. 
 

 

Layer Manager Commands 

Set current • or double click a layer name 

New Layer 
Click this to create a new layer 

Delete Layer click this to delete a layer 

Lock a layer 

Select the lock icon to change it from locked to unlocked 

Freeze or thaw a 

layer Select the snowflake or sun icon to change the layer from frozen to 

thawed. 
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Determine 

Layer 

To determine the 

layer of an entity 

after it is drawn 

you can select the 

entity and look at 

the Properties 

dialog. 

New Layer 

Command 

 

 

 

 

 
Newlayer Command: Clicking the New Layer command located on the Quick Access bar at the top 

will bring up New Layer dialog box:  
 

             
 
Type in a distinctive name for each new layer you wish to create.  The name can have up to 31 

characters consisting of letters, numbers or an _ (underline).  The layer name will automatically be 

capitalized.  A layer color can be assigned, and the new layer can be made current if you choose.   

To create additional layers click Save and a new blank dialog will pop up to type in the next layer name. 

Once you are finished click the Save and Exit button.   

The layer name can be revised, or layer properties assigned in Layer Manager if desired afterwards.  
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Layer Tools 

There are some handy tools for working visually with layers on the mslayer 

toolbar which we added during the Workspace module.  The Freeze/Thaw 

buttons and the Isolate/Unisolate work in tandem to allow you to “de-clutter” a 

drawing: 

 
You can visually freeze layers by using the Freeze Layers button 

 
You can change an object to the current layer 

 

You can isolate layers which will freeze all layers that are not selected when 

you run the command. 

 

You can unisolate layers that have been isolated. 
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Drawing Introduction 
Command:  IMS_POINT 

Ribbon (Default):  Draw>Point  

Function: Draws single point entities   

Procedure:   
A. Define location of point on screen by left clicking in 

the drawing area 
B. Pressing spacebar will repeat this command for 

additional points   
 
If you know the coordinate value you can type a two-
dimensional X,Y coordinate point or three-dimensional X,Y,Z 
coordinate point location. 
 
Modifying Properties:  Clicking on a point brings up 
information on the left side Properties panel.   Displays XYZ 
coordinate and allows you to change color or layer. 
 

 

Command:   IMS_LINE 

Function: Draw individual line entities   

Procedure:   
A. Left click to select start of line 
B. Left click to select end of line or type in the line length 

which will then be drawn in the direction of the cursor   
C. Pressing spacebar will repeat this command 

 
Line length will be dynamically displayed while line command 
is active. Either 2D and 3D lines can be drawn by snapping to 
points or existing line work see Snap Settings.   Refer to Ortho 

Setting and Polar Coordinates  for  lines with vertical and 
horizontal alignment.  
 

Modifying Properties: Clicking on a line brings up information 
on the left side Properties panel for the selected line(s).  From 
here you can change the color, layer, line type, width, etc.  
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Command:  IMS_POLYLINE (2D) 

Function:  Draw a connected sequence of line segments 

Procedure:   
A. Left click to start polyline and continue clicking for 

additional polyline segments.  You can also type in an exact 
line length to be drawn in the direction of the cursor.   

B. Right click or press enter to end the command. 
C. Option to create a closed polyline shape after three or 

more vertices are defined by typing in letter C in command 
line.  

 
Modifying Properties: Clicking on a polyline entity will bring 
up information on the left side Properties panel.  From here 
you can change the color, layer, line type, width, etc. 
 
 
When you select a 2D polyline, you can use grips to move 
individual vertices, and convert straight segments to arcs. 
 

 

Command:  IMS_POLYLINE (3D) 

Function:  Draw a connected sequence of line segments in 2D 
or 3D 

Procedure:   
A. Left click to start polyline and continue clicking for 

additional joined polyline segments.   You can also type in 
an exact line length which will then be drawn in the 
direction of the cursor.   

B. Right click or press enter to end command.  
C. To automatically close a polyline shape with three or more 

vertices, type letter C in the command line. 
 
Snapping to 3D points will result in a 3D Polyline shape and assume 
any elevation values of the snapped points.  Refer to Snap Settings, 
Ortho Setting and Polar Coordinates 

 
Modifying Properties: Clicking on a polyline entity will bring 
up information on the left side Properties panel.  From here 
you can change the color, layer, line type, width, etc.     
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Command:  IMS_SPLINE (2D and 3D capable) 

Function:  Creates a smooth curved line or closed shape 
passing through set of fit points  
 
Procedure:   

A. Left click to create series of points which will be joined with 
a fit smooth spline line.   

B. If you have 2D or 3D points on screen you can snap to fit 
spline line through selected points.  

C. Right click or press enter to end the command.  
D. To automatically close a spline curve with three or more 

vertices, type letter C in the command line. 
 
Snapping to 3D points will result in a 3D Spline and assume any 
elevation values of the snapped points.  Refer to Snap Settings 

Modifying Properties: Clicking on a spline entity will bring up 
information on the left side Properties panel.  From here you 
can change the color, layer, line type, width, etc. 
 
When you select a spline the object grips that allow you to 
move individual vertices to modify the spline line. Snapped 
points will not be relocated.  
 

 

Command:  IMS_ARC 

Function:  Draw an arc with three points: start-end-radius 

Procedure:   
A. First left click defines the start of the arc 
B. Second left click defines the end of the arc 
C. Third left click defines the radius and direction of the arc  

 
If you already have 2D or 3D points you can snap to these. The arc 
will be in 3D if snapping to 3D points. 

 
Modifying Properties: Clicking on an arc will bring up 
information on the left side Properties panel. From here you 
can change the color, layer, line type, width, etc.  
           
When you select an arc, the grips that allow you to modify the 
arc ends and center.  Snapped points will not be relocated.  
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Command:  IMS_CIRCLE 

 
Function:  Draw a 2-point circle defining center and radius 

Procedure:   
A. First left click defines center of circle  
B. Second left click defines the radius.   You can also type in an 

exact radius value.  
 

Modifying Properties: Clicking on circle will bring up 
information on the left side Properties panel. From here you 
can change the line color, layer, line type, width, fill, 
dimension, add fill and text label.  
 

 
 

Command:   IMS_2RECTANGLE 

Function:  Draws a 2-point rectangle aligned to X,Y axis   

Procedure:   
A. First left click defines the start of the rectangle  
B. Second left click defines the opposite corner and aligns 

automatically to X,Y axis.  
 
You can also snap to 2D points on your screen to define location of 
rectangle.  

 
Modifying Properties: Clicking on a rectangle will bring up 
information on the left side Properties panel. From here you 
can change the line color, layer, line type, width, dimension, 
add fill and text label.  
           
When you select a rectangle, the grips will allow you to 
modify the size of the rectangle.  Snapped points will not be 
relocated. 
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Command:  IMS_3RECTANGLE 

Icon Image:  

Toolbar:   

Ribbon (Default):  Draw>2 Point Rectangle>3 Point Rectangle  

Keyboard: IMS_3RECTANGLE 

Function:  Draw a 3-point rectangle  

Procedure:   
A. First left click defines a corner.  
B. Second left click defines the rotation and width of the 

rectangle.  
C. Third click defines the height and opposite corner to first 

click and completes rectangle.   
 
If you wish to use existing points on your screen you can snap to 
these to define your rectangle.   

 
Modifying Properties: Clicking on a 3-Point rectangle will 
bring up information on the left side Properties panel. From 
here you can change the line color, layer, line type, width, 
dimension, add fill and text label. When you select a 
rectangle, the grips will allow you to modify the size of the 
rectangle.  Snapped points will not be relocated. 

 

Entity Snaps 

Many functions and commands in Map360 require the definition of an exact position in the diagram. 

The determination of exact points can be done either by manually inputting the location or by picking 

points on the screen.  Picking points on the screen has an advantage in speed and ease of use. 

A very efficient method to select points with precise references to a given geometry is to use an Object 

Snap. The Object Snap functions can be activated permanently or be called for a single operation only.  

Snap settings are located on the Quick access Toolbar: 

 

 

Pick Snap Settings from the Quick access toolbar, or look in the “Settings” group of the “Draw” Ribbon 

for the snap tools:    
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 Temporarily 
enable/disable snaps 
using the “Toggle Snaps” 
button. 

 

Object Snap Modes  

IMS Map360 has several methods to snap to objects and will automatically calculate the desired location 

for the user.  This makes creating your diagram very simple and accurate. 

Snap Type Icon Shortcut Name Description 

Snap Type Icon Shortcut Name Description 

Endpoint 

 
END The Object Snap function ”End” 

snaps to the end point of a line, polyline, 

arc, plane or face. 

Mid-Point 

  
MID Snaps to the center of a line, 

polyline, arc, plane or face.  

Center Point 

  
CEN Snaps to the center of a circle or an 

arc. 

Quadrant 

 

 
QUA 

Snaps to the nearest quadrant of a 

circle or an arc.  

Quadrants refer to the points of a circle or 

an arc, situated on the circumference at 0, 

90, 180 and 270 degrees 
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Intersection  

 
 

INT Snaps to the intersection points of 

lines, arcs and circles or any combination of 

them.   

Apparent 

Intersection 

  
APP 

Snaps to the intersection of objects 

that are not in the same XYZ plane but 

appear to be when viewed in the current 

view. 

Perpendicular to... 

 

 
PER 

 The perpendicular snap is used to 

complete a command such as LINE or 

POLYLINE.  The result is a perpendicular line 

from the starting point to the chosen entity. 

Tangent 

 

 
TAN 

The tangent snap requires that a 

starting point for a function has already 

been selected. The result is a line from the 

starting point to the tangent of the chosen 

entity. 

Insertion Point 

  
INS Snaps to the insertion point of a 

part, an attribute or a text object 

Point 

 
 

NOD Snaps to a point that was created 

by the drawing command POINT or to a 

point from the Map360 point database. 

Exercise : Entity Snaps 

 
1. Start Map360 
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2. Open the “Snap Exercise.dwg” 
drawing found in 
“.materials/1basics” folder from 
the training support files. 

3. Go to the “Draw” Ribbon. Then click 
“Polyline” 

4. Start drawing from the bottom left 
hand corner using the snap tools 
demonstrated below. 

  
  

 

Draw Lines Part 1 
Use the line command to connect two points with a single graphical entity.  Assign width, color, 

a label or an arrow the to entity after creation by using the properties panel. 

Direction can be given by: 

• Enter exact coordinates 

• Pick on the screen with the mouse 

• Snap exactly to other entities 

• Set direction with mouse and distance by keyboard 
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Exercise: Draw Lines 

1. Start the line command 

2. Connect points as 

shown in image above 

3. Enable Polar Tracking: 

 

 Polar Tracking can be 

enabled in the Quick 

access toolbar at any time.  It 

eases setting lines parallel to the X or Y axis. 

 

4. Use polar tracking and manual entry of distances to create the building as above.  See 

measurements in your PDF document. 
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Draw Lines Part 2 
The “Rotate Cursor” function allows you to temporarily reorient your UCS so that Polar Tracking 

can be used to draw line perpendicular to a line of your choice.  Be sure to use “Reset Cursor” 

after using this feature. 

 

Exercise: Rotate Cursor and Draw 

Lines 

1. Start Rotate Cursor command 

2. “OK” to warning 

3. Activate point node snap and 

endpoint snap 

4. Select point 7 

5. Select point 9 

6. Start Line command 

7. Snap to point 5 

8. Activate Polar Tracking 

9. Use mouse and keyboard to create 

the second building as shown 

above, by referring to dimensions in 

your PDF 

10. Reset Cursor! 
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Draw Polylines 
Polylines consist of a series of lines that touch.  Polylines are 2D entities, with all vertices 

having the same elevation, although they can have an overall elevation.  Polylines can be 

given curvature and width, and can be converted to a variety of 2D and 3D advanced 

linetypes with ease. 

 

Exercise: Polylines and Advanced 

lines 

1. Start the Polyline command 

2. Activate a point node snap 

3. Connect points 23,24,29,27 

4. Connect points 22,25,28,26 

5. Select both polylines 

6. Use the properties dialog to: 

a. Change Linetype to 

Advanced 

b. Set Advanced Linetype to 

Skidmark 2 

c. Set Skid Size to 1 unit  

 

Draw Circles and Arcs 
Create Circles by setting a center 

point and radius. 

 

Create an arc by setting the two 

endpoints and then setting radius 

with a third point. 

 

Exercise: Draw Circle 

1. Start Circle command 

2. Activate point node snap 

3. Snap to point 11 
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4. Enter radius of 1.5 

Draw Rectangle 
A 2 Point Rectangle can be created given two diagonal points 

A 3 Point Rectangle can be created using two baseline points and one point to indicate 

width. 

Exercise: Draw Rectangles 

1. Activate 2 point 

rectangle 

command 

2. Activate node 

snaps 

3. Snap to points 30 

and 31 

4. Activate 3 point 

rectangle 

command 

5. Activate node 

snaps 

6. Snap to points 33, 

32 and 34 

Edit 
Map360 Allows you to modify entities you have created in a consistent way.  Some edits are 

accomplished by an operation in the ribbons, some by interacting with grips and the properties dialog. 

Edit Commands in the Ribbons 

Command:  IMS_COPY 

Function:  Creates one or more duplicates of selected entity or entities.  
 
Procedure:    

A. Select copy command.   
B. Left click on object(s) to copy and linework will change to dashed.   Once selection(s) made press enter to 

confirm.   
C. Next specify a base point, followed by destination location where you want a copy or more copies placed.   
D. Right click to finish copy command.  
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The original object does not move.  The copy maintains all the attributes such as line type, color, and layer of the 
original entities. 
 

Command:  IMS_OFFSET 

Function:  Creates parallel copy of selected 2D entity such as line, polyline, spline, arc, circle or rectangle.    

 
Procedures:  

Run command first:   
A. Left click to select object to be offset 
B. Specify offset distance by typing in a numeric value (or define distance on screen with two clicks) 
C. Select side you want the parallel copy located  
D. Right click or press enter to close out of command  

 
 

Preselect item to offset:    
A. Select object to offset then click on the offset command 
B. Specify offset distance by typing in a numeric value (or define distance on screen with two clicks) 
C. Select side you want the parallel copy located  
D. Right click or press enter to close out of command.  

 

Command:  IMS_TRIMEXTEND 

Function:  Erases or extends portions of selected entities that cross a specified boundary.  Lines, polylines, arcs and 

shapes can be used as the cutting or limit entity. Running the command will either trim or extend depending if it 

intersects. 

 
Procedures:  

Run command first:  
A. Select the item(s) to trim or extend  
B. Press enter when selection made 
C. Select the boundary item to trim or extend to 
D. Right click or press enter to end command   

 
Preselect item to trim/extend:  

A. Select item to trim or extend 
B. Click on command for trim/extend  
C. Select boundary item to trim or extend to 
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D. Right click or press enter to end command   

 
 

Command:  IMS_FILLET 

Function: Creates a fillet or rounded corner with a user defined radius at the intersection of two lines. If the 

entities do not intersect, they are trimmed or extended so can be filleted.  

Procedures:  
Run command first:  

A. Type a fillet radius  
B. Select the items to fillet  
C. Select additional items to fillet or right click or press enter to end command.   

                                          
   
 
        Preselect items to fillet:  

A. Type a fillet radius and press enter 
B. Select additional items to fillet or right click or press enter to end command 

 

Function:  Creates an opening or break on selected line or shape. The break dynamically displays as cursor is 
moved for the second pick.  

Procedure:  
You can pre-select object first or the command and workflow is the same:  

A. Select the start of the break on the line or object  
B. Select the end of the break  

 

                   

To break a line without a gap, select the same location for your start and end of break.  
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Edit Fill and Display in the Properties Dialog 

 Fil and Display are properties you can add to any closed entity, for 

example a Rectangle, Circle or Closed Polyline.   

• Select a Fill color 

• Enter Text to be displayed 

inside the closed entity 

• Set the text height, style, and 

color 
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Exercise: Fill and Display 

1. Ensure the Properties dialog is visible on the left side of your screen (If it isn’t activate it from 

the leftmost button on the Edit ribbon) 

2. Select the rectangle at points 30 and 31 

3. Use the properties dialog to add fill and some text to the rectangle 

4. Click away from the rectangle to clear the grips 

5. Use the properties to add fill to the rectangle at 32,33 and 34 

6. Click away from the rectangle to clear the grips 

7. You can add text too if you like, it will align with the X axis.  

Grips and Properties 
 Click on any entity to interact with it.  The entities properties will appear in the Properties 

dialog on the left of the screen.  Grips appear on the object until you dismiss them by 

clicking away from the entity. 

Properties: On the left side of the drawing screen.  Displays the current 

properties of the select entity or entities.  Modifying the contents of the 

properties dialog will update the entity properties in the drawing. 

Move Widget allows you to move the entity. 

Rotate Widget  allows you to rotate the 

entity. 

Move or scale grips: allow you to scale, 

stretch or move the entity. 

Relocate the Move or Rotate base Point: 

Allows you to change the reference point for 

your rotate or move operation, 
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Exercise: Grips Selection and Modify: 

1. Open “.Materials\1basic\Selection.dwg” 

2. Follow the activities described in the drawing 

 

 

Exercise: Modifying with Grips 

1. NOTE: You can use the ctrl + 

Move widget or the CAD copy 

command for this operation.  

Both methods are shown in 

the video. 

2. Select the Welcome mat 

3. Hold down the CTRL key 

4. Select the Move widget 

5. Create a copy at position 1 

6. Create a copy at position 2 

7. Select the Welcome mat at 

position 2 

8. Use the rotate icon to rotate it parallel to the right building 

9. Use the Move widget to center it in the doorway 
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Offset 
Offset allows you to make one or multiple parallel copies of an entity at a set distance. 

 

Exercise: Offset 

1. Select the polyline used to create a traffic island 

2. Start the offset 

command 

3. Type .6 for the offset 

value 

4. Pick a point outside of 

the island 

5. Escape to finish 

6. Select one of the yellow 

parking lines 

7. Start the offset 

command 

8. Type 9 for the offset 

value 

9. Click to the side of the 

line to create a copy 

10. Repeat until the Parking lanes are completed in two rows ending at the island, as shown above 
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Fillet 
The Fillet command can be used to: 

• Extend or trim two entities so they join at the same point 

• Extend or trim two entities so that they connect with an arc of a given radius. 

• Set the trim radius to zero if you do not need an arc 

Exercise: Fillet 

1. Select lines 10 to 8 

and 7 to 9 

2. Start Fillet 

Command 

3. Type radius 15 

4. Enter 

5. Escape 

6. Start fillet 

command 

7. Snap to point 6, 

and then point 5 

8. Pick lines3 to 6 

and 9 to 7 

9. Enter 
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Join 
The Join command allows you to turn lines and arcs into a single polyline, which makes it more 

efficient to create closed shapes or for mass editing entities. 

 

Exercise: Join 

1. Select all the lines for the first building 

2. Start the Join command 

3. Enter 

4. Repeat for the second building 
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Fill and Hatch 
Hatch or fill can be used to fill a closed space.  Hatch allows more options than Fill, allowing 

you to select patterns and fill spaces that are not contained in a closed shape.   

 

• Pattern: Select solid, or another pattern 

• Color: Explicitly set the Color 

• Scale: Increase or decrease spacing between 

hatch pattern elements 

• Transparency: Cause the hatch to fade to show 

items behind 

• Gap Tolerance: Allow for small gaps between 

objects that contain the hatch 

• Island Detection: Closed objects within closed 

objects can be left unhatched 

• Pick Inside Boundary: Map360 will look for 

entities that create a boundary and then 

create hatch 

• Pick Boundary Lines: You can explicitly select 

entities that create a boundary and then 

create hatch 

 

Exercise: Fill and Hatch 

1. Select the First (left) building polylines. 

2. Use the properties dialog to add a fill 
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3. Add Fill and adjust properties to produce the appearance above. 

4. Start the Hatch command 

5. Configure as shown 

6. Select “Pick Inside Boundary” 

7. Pick inside the polyline of the Second (right) building 

8. Start the Multiline Text Command 

9. Add a label to each building and adjust the text height to 6 units 

Annotation 

Body Poser 
Body Poser allows you to insert a person shape in your drawing and use grips to modify the 

limb arrangement and dimensions to fit measurements.  After you have made your selection, 

left click where you wish to place the human form into your drawing.  Once placed you can 

select the figure for grips to display which allows you to rotate, move or stretch the image. 

Hover mouse over rotation arrow to change it to red and click to activate and second click to set 
rotation angle.  Hovering over an articulation point turns grip red then left click and use mouse to 
reposition limb and second click to place:                       

                                                            
Modifying Properties:  Select body figure to modify for the Properties 

panel to display on left side.  

                                  
 
In Properties under the Body Poser drop down you can select to change to 
back or side views.  You can also modify the overall color, change the layer, 
rotation or modify dimensions including entering an exact height.   
 
Add solid fill color to specific areas by left clicking on section or use Ctrl and 
left mouse to select more than one area.  The selected area will then 
display as shaded with dashed outlines.  On the Properties dialog select 
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Color Body Part and from drop down select color or chose Select Color option that will display a color 
pallet to choose from.  
 
In this example red shorts were added to the figure:  
 

           Before                        After   

Exercise: Body Poser 

1. Start Body Poser command 

2. Place the person shape in the third parking stall as shown 

3. Use grips to arrange limbs and size
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Symbol Library 
Insert predefined 2D and 3D symbols into your 
scene with the Symbol Librarian.  Open the 
Symbol Librarian from the Draw ribbon. 
You can easily browse through the symbols or 

use the search function. 

Searching for Symbols  
Type your search string and select Search.  
Your results will appear in the  
Search Results folder. 

Override AutoScale 
NOTE: Symbols should be drawn in Inches to be inserted 
and scaled automatically by the Symbol Librarian. By 
default, the Override AutoScale option is OFF. 
During insertion, the symbol will be scaled as follows: 

• Metric: Symbol Scale = 0.0254 

• Feet: Symbol Scale = 0.0833 
If this option is turned on, you will be allowed to override the auto scale 
feature and enter in your own scale. For example, entering a number of 1 will 
prevent any scaling of the symbol. 

Inserting a Symbol 
Pick the symbol you wish to insert and select Insert.  
Use your mouse and entity snaps to place the symbol in your scene. 
Your symbol is positioned but you can orient your symbol by moving your 
mouse then selecting the left mouse button. 
If you want your symbol to insert without a rotation,  
use the right mouse button. 
 

Quick Align 

 
You can align one or more selected entities with other entities in two-dimensional space. First 

you select the entities you want to move and align, then you specify pairs of points to move 

and align the selected entities.  The most common reason why users use this command is to 

align images, or objects to known points in their scene.  For example, to align a background 

image, or to align a vehicle symbol to known evidence points in their drawing. 
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Exercise: Symbol Librarian 

1. Activate Symbol Library 

2. Browse to Vehicles | Personal | CAR – MID-SIZE – 4 DOR – TOP VIEW 

3. Insert the Sedan near the first parking stall as shown above 

4. Use Quick Align to place the sedan inside the parking stall 

5. Use Search tool in Symbol Library and search for “Shell” 

6. Insert 3 copies of “SHOTGUN SHELL – EXPENDED” as shown below

 

 

Text and Multiline Text 

Map360 offers all the tools you need to add text annotations to the drawing.  Use the Multiline text or 

text commands to add text.  The predefined template has all the required styles predefined to make it 

easy to select and then add text.  
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Current Text Style and Height 

The current text height is set in the same units as the drawing (or “real world measurements”.)  The 

needed text height will vary by readability requirements, the plot scale and the overall size of your 

scene.  The predefined text height included in your template is set for an average size scene and can be 

adjusted up or down after you preview the results.  Current Text Style allows you to set two properties, 

Text Height and Point Label Height: 

Two ways to Set Current Text Height: 

1. Open Home button | Settings | labeling settings 

a. Adjust “Text 

Height” used for 

text and multiline 

text 

b. Adjust “Point 

Label Height” to 

control the size 

of automatically inserted point labels and point 

related symbols and evidence markers. 

2. Open the Properties dialog from the Labeling ribbon and 

ensure no entities are highlighted 

a. Adjust “Text Height” 

b. Adjust “Point Label Height” 
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Inserting Single Line Text 

When you start the Text command you are prompted for: 

• Start point - (Click to indicate where to put the text) 

• Rotation Angle – (Use mouse to set rotation or enter if none required) 

• First Line of Text-(Cursor will now flash so you can enter the first line) 

• Second Line of text – (Type more text or hit <Enter> to finish) 

After inserting text, you can modify the properties.   Use the 

Properties dialog to easily modify: 

 

• Text layer and color 

• Text Height and Rotation 

• Contents of text 

• Text style elements such as bold and italic 

• Add a background mask 

• Add a leader 

• Set Leader height 

 

 

 

 

Inserting Multiline Text: 

When you start the Multiline Text Command you are prompted for: 

• First corner for block of 

text – (Click top left corner 

where you need to place text) 

• Opposite corner for block of text 

– (Click bottom right corner 

where you need to create text) 

• A dialog now appears that allows 

you to enter your text.   
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• A function specific ribbon also appears, which allows you to format your multiline text the way 

you would in word processing software 

 

• Click away from the dialog to finish entering test. 

• Make further edits in the properties dialog 

 

 

Exercise: Text, Multiline Text and Leaders 

1. Use either Settings or Properties dialog to set current text height to .6 

2. Add single line text to the manhole, person shape and expended shells 

3. Select the text and perform the following using the Properties dialog: 

4. Add a leader 

5. Adjust text height as desired 

6. Use multiline text to add a comment about skids marks and add a leader 

7. Add other annotations as desired and experiment with features you’ve seen in the videos. 
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Dimensions 
 Map360 allows you to use precision snaps to derive dimensions from your drawing.  

Dimension styles are predefined in the template and styles can be changed if required. 

 

Current Dimension Style and Height 

The current Dimension Height is set in the same units as the drawing (or “real world measurements”.)  

Choose your Dimension Height by considering readability requirements, the plot scale and the overall 

size of your scene.   

 

See or adjust  the current Dimension style two ways: 

1. Open Home button | Settings | labeling settings 

 

a. Adjust “Dimension Height” used for dimension labels 

b. Adjust “Arrow Height” used for dimension labels 

c. Adjust “Extension Distance” used for dimension labels 

  

Extension Line

Dimension Line Arrowhead

Measurement Point

Dimension Text
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2. Open the Properties dialog from the Labeling ribbon and ensure 

no entities are highlighted 

a. Adjust “Dimension Height” 

b. Adjust “Arrow Height” 

c. Adjust “Extension Distance”  

 

 

 

 

Dimensions 

1. Dimensioning Text - The dimension text is usually (but not always) the 
distance being measured.  

2. Dimension Line with Arrowheads - Dimension lines connect the points of measurement, or the 
extension lines to those points of measurement. Typically, the dimension text is placed in or near 
the dimension line. Dimension lines usually end with arrowheads. These arrowheads can be 
replaced with an oblique or any other symbol acceptable to the drawing. 

3. Extension Lines - Extension lines extend the point of measurement to the dimensioning lines. For 
diameter or circumference dimensioning, extension lines start at the dimension value and point to 
the outer edge of the object. 

Dimension Style Manager 

The size and appearance of dimension text is controlled through the dimension style manager.  

The Dimension Styles Manager dialog box allows you to create and modify dimension styles. 

Dimension styles are settings that you have defined and saved. When you create dimension styles, you 

can control the layout and appearance of any dimension. 

IMS Map360 includes 8 styles already configured for imperial (feet) drawings for both the model space 

and layout spaces.   

Linear Dimensioning 

Adds horizontal and vertical dimensions to entities.  Horizontal 

dimensioning is a form of linear dimensioning that measures the distance 

between two points parallel to the X-axis. Vertical dimensioning is a form 

of linear dimensioning that measures the distance between two points parallel to the 

Y-axis. 
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Aligned Dimensioning 

Aligned dimensioning measures the absolute distance 

between two points, regardless of the relative position of 

the axes. This makes it possible to determine the true length 

of lines and edges that are not precisely horizontal or vertical. 

 

Angle and Arc Dimensioning 

Annotates the angle between two selected entities, or of a circle or an arc. 

To annotate the angle of two lines

 

To annotate an arc 

 

To annotate a circle 
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Continued Dimensioning (In Advanced Mode) 

Continued dimensioning is a variation of linear 

dimensioning that continues an existing 

dimensioning: a second dimension is linked to an existing 

dimension, creating a dimensioning “chain.” (Continuing 

dimensions can only be created when a drawing already 

contains an existing linear dimension.) 

A continuing dimension always inherits the same 

properties as the existing dimensioning. For this reason, 

you can only connect dimensioning of the same type. For 

example, a new horizontal dimension can only be added 

to an existing horizontal dimension.  

 

 

 

 

Radius Dimensioning (In Advanced Mode) 

Measures the radius of a circle, arc, or polyline arc. You can position the radius line to any angle. 

 

Dimension Scale 

Sets the overall scale of dimensions. The scale factor needs to be set prior to drawing 

dimensions. Dimension scale does not affect measured lengths, coordinates, or angles. 
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              DIMSCALE = 1   DIMSCALE = 3 

Leaders 

Draws a line, or sequence of lines, for controlled placement of dimension text. A leader has an 

arrowhead at its starting point and text at its ending point. 
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Exercise: Dimensions 

1. Set current layer to “SKETCH – DIMENSIONS” 

2. Use Properties dialog or Settings | Labeling Options to set: 

• Text Height = 2.5 

• Arrow Height = 2.000 

• Extension Distance = 1.000 

3. Activate Aligned Dimension command 

4. Activate endpoint snap, and ensure polar snapping is disabled 

5. Dimension as shown in your PDF 

Inquiry 
Two options are available for inquiring coordinate values or distances from your drawing: 

Distance command allows you to select two points and will report the distance between 

them.  Ensure that you make use of entity snaps for precision results. 

 

ID Coordinates command allows you to select one point and will report the coordinates. 

 

Exercise: Inquiry 

1. Open .Materials\1basic\Inquiry.dwg 

2. Follow steps explained in the drawing
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Baseline Offset and Triangulation 
Baseline Offset is a simple mapping technique that allows you to add coordinate points into 
your drawing manually.  Measurement data is typically gathered with tape measure, measuring 
wheel or handheld laser distance meter.  Multiple baselines can be inserted into one diagram.   

 

Procedure:    

E. The term baseline offset means that measurements used to determine the map coordinates 
(offsets) are based at 90 degrees from a fixed straight line (baseline). 

 

A brief description of the baseline offset data collection method: 

 

The measuring tape zero end was placed 
in the corner of the room.   

 

All “baseline” measurements are along 
the wall.  
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All “offsets” are at right angles to the 
baseline.  This way you can record two 
coordinates and this will describe a unique 
location.  Take care to accompany 
baseline/offset notes with a sketch to 
clarify errors that can occur if 
measurements are recorded to the left of 
the baseline when they should be recorded 
to the right. 

 

 
F. After selecting the Baseline Offset command, you will be prompted to select your baseline 

origin point followed by an end point.  This defines direction and orientation of a fixed straight 
baseline from which your 90° offset measurements will be measured from.  Your baseline may 
represent a wall, fence line, sidewalk, etc. at your scene and should be oriented in either a 
vertical N-S or horizontal E-W direction for simplicity.  

G. The first click (1) sets the 0,0 coordinate which is your Origin Point.  The second is end point (2) 
used to define the direction and orientation of the baseline axis, which in this example below is 
horizontal E-W:   

                                          
H. Once you have left clicked both points on screen you will see an XY axis with N,S,E,W quadrants 

labeled and a Baseline Offset dialog box for data entry:   

                      
I. You can now commence entering your measurement data in the dialog table. Use the Tab key to 

skip to next box as you enter values.  Coordinate points and descriptions will appear in your 
diagram as you enter them.  The distances will be the same as your selected drawing units, in 
feet or meters. However, if the drawing units are feet and entered as 8’ 2” then it will 
automatically convert this to decimal feet.   The  
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J. You can edit values in your table, the drawing points will automatically update when changes 
are made.  If you need to delete the row click on the garbage can icon at the end of the row, a 
message will appear, “Are you sure you want to delete the data in this row? Yes or No” If Yes, 
then the point will be deleted. 

K. Press OK when you are finished or to pause your work. 
L. To reopen an existing baseline to resume work, double click on either one of the axis lines. The 

data entry dialog table will display allowing you to resume your data entry.   
M. Once your data entry is completed press ok.  You can create an Evidence Log to accompany your 

diagram with a list of your points.  This command is found under the ribbon menu under the 
Data Tab.  Any changes will appear with red flag and when selected will list the revision made:   

                             
 
Note: if Evidence Log does not seem to appear, check to see if it is minimized near bottom of 

your screen and maximize to view:                 

Modifying Properties: 

• The XY axis will be draw on the current drawing layer when you are commencing the Baseline 
Offset entry command.   You can later modify the layer, color, rotation or line width by clicking 
on axis line for Properties dialog to appear on left side of screen for you to make these changes: 
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• Grips:  when you select the Baseline Offset axis line there will be 9 grips displayed in blue.  With 
your mouse hover over them to turn red then click to select, then perform functions as 
described below:  

                 
 

- Move Grip is square and located at the intersection of the axis lines.  This allows you to move 
your axis and corresponding points to new location in your drawing.   

- Rotate grips are circular and located at the end of each axis line.  These grips rotate the axis and 
all your points.   

- Extend are the arrow grips at the end of each axis line.  This allows you shorten or extend each 
axis line independently.    

Note:  If a user moves or rotates the baseline, a warning will appear warning the user that all points will 
be updated – Continue? Yes or No.  The points are tied to the baseline and must update accordingly. If 
the user says no to the warning or to any of the point protection points, the base line tool will revert to 
where it was before the change and all points will remain unchanged. 

Triangulation 
Triangulation is mapping technique that calculates and places a coordinate point position 

over selected evidence location.  This is calculated by taking measurements from two 

known reference points to intersecting position.  

A tape measure or a handheld laser distance meter are typically used with this measuring method.  It is 

ideal when baseline-offset method is not practical due to an obstruction. This method utilizes 
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trigonometry by entering the known lengths of each side of a triangle used to calculate a coordinate 

location point.     

Procedure:    

A. Once the Triangulation command is selected, the user is prompted to set Reference Point 1 and 

Reference Point 2 by left clicking or snapping to existing objects in diagram. These define the 

two points from which measurements are taken to the specific item being mapped.   

The reference points may represent two corners in a room, a wall, edge of a sidewalk or road edge at 

any angle.  

 

B. Once both reference points are specified, a line will be drawn between them and labeled with 

RP1 and RP2.  The Triangulation data entry dialog box will also display:  

                                              

C. The top row of the Triangulation dialog provides options to reposition RP1 or RP2, by clicking 

the corresponding Pick box then clicking or snapping to the new desired location in drawing.  

The Distance box is used to type in a precise known distance between the reference points: 

               

D. Commence entering measurement data entry in dialog box using Tab key to proceed to next 

space.  Distance 1 is the distance measured from RP1 to the object.  Distance 2 is the is the 

distance measured from RP2 to the object.   

User will define direction either Left or Right since there are two solutions for either side of the 

reference points.  Once information has been entered the coordinate point, point number and 

description will appear in the diagram as each point is entered.  
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Distances will be the same as selected for drawing units, in feet or meters. However, if the drawing units 

are feet and entered as 8’ 3” then it will automatically convert this to decimal feet.   

E. Values can be edited in the table and drawing points will update as changes are made.  The 

garbage can icon at the end of the row is used to delete a row, a message will appear, “Are you 

sure you want to delete the data in this row? Yes or No” If Yes, then the point will be deleted. 

F. Selecting OK will close the Triangulation entry dialog and stores your data.  Multiple 

triangulation lines may exist in a drawing. 

G. To reopen an existing Triangulation entry to resume, double click on the RP line.  The data entry 

dialog table will display allowing you to resume data entry or make modifications.    

H. To create a coordinate report to accompany the diagram, click on the Evidence Log button 

found on the upper ribbon menu under Data Tab.  This can be printed, saved to PDF or other 

formats:   
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for RP1 and RP2, and can enter the known distances in a dialog that appears.  

  

• You must also specify whether the new point should be computed on the left or the right side of 

the RP1 to RP2 line.  

• As you enter values, use the TAB key on your keyboard to cycle through each field, or select 

“OK” to compute the last point and close the dialog. 

• You can re-open the triangulation dialog by picking on the RP1 to RP2 reference line and 

opening the triangulation tool. 

• You can start a new triangulation by de-selecting the RP1 to RP2 line (click a blank space in the 

drawing) and starting the triangulation command
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Baseline Offset for Accident Reconstruction 

 

Exercise for Accident Reconstruction: Baseline Offset 

1. Start a  new scene.  Name it “Baseline Offset Accident Reconstruction.dwg”” 
2. Set the Project folder to .\ materials\1basics 
3. Assign units "Feet" 

4. Save the drawing 

5. Use the table above for measurements to input 

6. Set current layer to SKETCH 

7. Start Baseline Offset command 

8. Type 0,0 to set the origin 

9. When prompted to set Ref Point 1 use polar tracking to select a direction to the right of the 

origin 

10. Move the mouse until the polar tracking dialog shows a distance of approximately 120 and 

ensure <0.0000 is displayed 

 

11. Left click 

12. Set the first Point ID to 1 and <tab> 

13. Type 0.00 (the N distance) and <tab> 

14. Type 24.93 (the E distance) and <tab> 

15. Set Description to “Intersection” and <tab> 
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16. At this point a point 1 should be created in your drawing, you can view the point as it is being 

created.  Note that if you find you have entered data incorrectly you can correct the entry, 

accept the point protection prompt, and the point will be redrawn. 

Point ID N S E W Description 

1 0.00  24.93  Intersection 

100 9.42  26.12  Gouge 

101 6.85  19.91  Skid 

102 7.93  34.88  Skid 

103 8.00  58.18  Skid 

104 4.00  50.75  AXLE 

105 8.62   58.36  AXLE 

106  4.53 89.07  AXLE 

107  1.25 81.28  AXLE 

 

17. Continue to create points 100..108 using the table above for input directions 

18. Pick “OK” to close the Baseline Offset dialog 
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Exercise for Accident Reconstruction: Triangulation 

Triangulation can be used to locate a point that is inaccessible from the baseline, or can be used if new 

evidence is covered after the baseline was removed.  As long as you measure from two known points 

and make a simple sketch to show the positioning left or right of the two known points you can compute 

an accurate position.  Triangulation is also a more precise method for positioning when compared to 

baseline/offset so might be adopted when this is a requirement. 

 
1. Continue working with “Baseline Offset Accident Reconstruction.dwg” 

2. Use the image above for measurements to input 

3. Set current layer to SKETCH 

4. Start the Triangulation function 

5. When prompted “Set Ref Pt 1:” activate Node snaps 

6. Snap to point 107 

7. When prompted “Set Ref Pt 2:”  

8. Snap to point 106 

9. Enter Distance 1 of 5.32 and <tab> 

10. Enter Distance 2 of 4.65 and <tab> 

11. Set the “Direction” to Left 

12. Set the Description to GUN 
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13. OK

 

 The Intersection Wizard is a simple tool for creating a simple sketch of a generic 

intersection.  We’ll use this to help place our evidence in context. 

Exercise for Accident Reconstruction: Intersection Wizard 

1. Create a new layer named “intersection etc” and set it as current 

2. Freeze the SKETCH layer 

3. Start 4 Way Intersection command 

4. Activate node snaps 

5. Snap to point 1 

6. Use grips to shorten the roads 
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Conclusion: Complete following training materials to learn how to use Symbols and advanced linetypes 

to produce a more complete drawing: 
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Exercise for Forensic Mapping: Baseline Offset 
 

1. Pick on “New Scene” on the Home page 
2. Set the Project folder to .\ materials\1basics 
3. Set Units to meters 
4. Name your new drawing “Baseline Offset Forensic map.dwg” 
5. Save your drawing 
6. Use the table above for measurements to input 

7. Set current layer to SKETCH 

8. Set polar tracking to “on” 

9. Start Baseline Offset command 

10. Type 0,0 to set the origin 

11. When prompted to set Ref Point 1 use polar tracking to select a direction to the right of the 

origin 

12. Set the first Point ID to 4 and <tab> 

13. Type 3.19 (the N distance) and <tab> 

14. Type 3.20 (the E distance) and <tab> 

15. Set Description to “ROOM” and <tab> 

16. At this point a point 4 should be created in your drawing, you can view the point as it is being 

created.  Note that if you find you have entered data incorrectly you can correct the entry, 

accept the point protection prompt, and the point will be redrawn. 

Point ID N S E W Description 

4 3.19  3.20  ROOM 

5 3.19  5.47  ROOM 

6 0  5.47  ROOM 

7 0  0  ROOM 

8 3.39  0  ROOM 

10 4.10  2.52  ROOM 

11 0.61  1.31  KNIFE 

13 2.52  2.52  WALLET 

24 3.39  3.20  ROOM 
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17. Continue to create points 5.6,7.8, 10.11,13 and 24 using the table above for input directions 

18. Pick “OK” to close the Baseline Offset dialog 

 

Exercise for Forensic Mapping: Triangulation 

 
1. Continue working with “Baseline Offset Forensic map.dwg” 

2. Use the image above for measurements to input 

3. Set current layer to SKETCH 
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4. Start the Triangulation function 

5. When prompted “Set Ref Pt 1:” activate Node snaps 

6. Snap to point 7 

7. When prompted “Set Ref Pt 2:”  

8. Snap to point 6 

 

9. Set Point ID to 9 

10. Enter Distance 1 as 4.16 and <tab> 

11. Enter Distance 2 as 6.28  and <tab> 

12. Set Direction to Left  

13. Set Description to ROOM 

14. OK 

 “Connect Points by Description” will allow you to connect points with like descriptions, 

in the order they are numbered.  You can select the description you wish to add 

linework to, and specify the layer for new linework if a description is not governed by 

the AutoMap. 

Exercise: Join Points by Description 

7. Start Data | Join Points by Description 

8. Configure as below to connect points that have the description “room” 

9. Configure as below to add lines to the SKETCH layer 

10. Process 

11. Save your drawing 
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Points Import 

• Points files are usually created using the ASCII standard and can be written or read by many field 
and CAD softwares. Learn more about ASCII files from this Wikipedia article. 

• Map360 reads points files that consist of Point IDs, coordinates and descriptions. 
• Points files are conventionally saved with a variety of three letter extensions, including *.txt, 

*.csv, *.xyz, *.crd, *.pts and many more... 
• If at any point you need to transfer coordinate information between Total Stations, GNSS 

Receivers, Data Collectors, Photogrammetry programs or forensic or engineering oriented CAD 
programs you will find that ASCII standard points files are almost always supported. 

Exercise: Points Import: 

1. Pick on “New Scene” on the Home page 
2. Set the Project folder to .\ materials\1basics 
3. Set Units to feet 
4. Name your new drawing “Points Import.dwg” 
5. Save your drawing 
6. Start Points Import routine found on the Data ribbon 

7. Browse to materials\1basics 

8. Select Two Vehicle Crash Points.txt 

9. Select Preview and verify the contents are formatted as Pt#,X,Y,Z,Desc and are separated by 

commas.  It should look like: 

 

10. Configure as shown: 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/ASCII
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11. Select "AutoMap" and pick on forensic.csv and "Open." 

12. Import 

 

13. Save your drawing 

Important Note about AutoMap and Linework 

In this exercise we had you select the option to "Apply AutoMap."  This was dependent upon your 

selection of forensic.csv when you picked the AutoMap button.  Forensic.csv is preconfigured so that 

linework will be connected for the field codes that were used in this sample ASCII file.  When you later 

import points files that use different descriptions you will need to customize your AutoMap file.  Please 

refer to the article " Using AutoMap to Connect Line Work." In Helpdesk to start learning about this 

topic. 

Note also that this linework method will connect points with like descriptions in the order they are 

numbered.  For this reason some "cleanup" will be required to remove unwanted connections and to 

replace lines with arcs where required.

http://ims.microsurvey.com/index.php?/Knowledgebase/Article/View/48
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Evidence Recorder Import 
Evidence Recorder is a data collection software built specifically for crash and crime 

reconstructionist to quickly and accurately capture scene data and view their measurements at 

the scene. Create accurate and compelling diagrams in minutes by importing your scene 

measurements and line work into Map360 including your photos, written and audio notes. 

On the "Data" ribbon, select Import EVR to import an Evidence Recorder Project. Click the “Browse” 

button and navigate to the Map360 materials folder.   

The scene will show up in the dialog and it is ready to import. 

Note: The Archive Project Upon Import option - if this is 

checked then after the scene is imported, it will be 

moved from the Downloads folder into a special Archived 

Scenes folder, so it will no longer appear in this list. For 

most scenes you will want to leave this checked, but for 

this tutorial uncheck it so that this scene remains in this 

folder for later use. 

Click Import to continue 

  

 
 

 

Toggles 

Map360 and Evidence Recorder work best when using the same 

AutoMAP file. EVR records the AutoMAP description list that was 

used in the field so there is no need to configure anything in this 

case. 

This dialog also allows you to make any changes to your toggles prior 

to importing the data. 

Click OK to Continue. 
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Options: 

Ensure the boxes at the top are checked. 

The Sync Wizard Options dialog allows you to define 

linework options for any descriptions not found in 

the AutoMAP library.  

Any linework descriptions not found in the AutoMAP 

Library will be assigned as 3D lines in Layer 0. 

You can also set a segment length for arcs and 

splines. 

 

 

 

NOTE: Map360 compares the units that were used in 

Evidence Recorder with the units set in Map360. If they 

differ, this warning message will appear asking to convert 

the Scene units to match the incoming data. Select Yes.   

 

Text too small?  

You can resize the text by using the Re-Scale Point Labels button on the Labeling ribbon. 

Enter a new text height and labels will be redrawn. 

 

Exercise for Accident Reconstruction: EVR Import: 

1. Start a New Scene 
2. Set the Project folder to .\ materials\1basics 
3. Name it "EVR Import.dwg" 
4. Assign units "feet" 
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5. Save  
6. Import EVR 
7. Browse to .\ materials\1basics and 

select Two Vehicle Crash 
8. Import 

9. Save your drawing 

Important Note about AutoMap and Linework 

In this exercise we imported an Evidence 

Recorder file, which uses the default “Forensic” 

automap file.  Forensic.csv is preconfigured to 

recognize the codes used in this sample file but 

can further customized if desired.   

Note also that any linework created in EVR will 

be included in Map360 regardless of your 

Automap settings.
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Captivate (or DBX) Import for Accident Reconstruction 
The DBX importer will import points, linework, the measurements database and any scans 

collected using the Leica Captivate controller and Leica GNSS or Smartstation.   

 

Map360 includes the ability to import points, figures, raw measurement 
data, photos and scans from a Leica DBX database, the native format of 
the Leica Viva or Captivate field data collection systems. 
 

 

A Note about Units 

Note that all Leica DBX data is stored in meters and radians, and on import the data will be transformed 

into the current drawing's unit settings.  Ensure that you have selected the units that you want your final 

presentation to be when you create the drawing and all items will be scaled correctly upon import. 

DBX Import Dialog 
When you execute the command you will 
see the Leica DBX Importer 
 
 

 

 

 

Press the Browse button to select the folder containing the desired DBX database for import. The 

selected folder will be displayed in the Name field, and the name of all jobs in the selected database will 

be displayed in the Jobs box - all jobs selected here will be imported. 

Select any desired options: 

Point Protection: if selected, will alert you if any points are modified during the import process. 
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Process linework: If selected, any linework in the DBX database will be processed and drawn. 

Scale factor check: If selected, the scale factor read from the DBX database will be compared against the 

drawing's scale factor settings, and if there is any discrepancy then the Advanced Scale Factor Settings 

dialog will be displayed so you can set them as desired.  

Display measurement file after import: If selected, the Active Traverse Editor will automatically open to 

display the imported data. 

Auto-name measurement file: If selected, the measurement file will be automatically named using the 

job name. If not, you will be prompted to enter the name. 

Show summary: If selected, a summary dialog will appear on completion of the import showing various 

information about the data that was imported. 

Process Scans: if selected, any scans will be imported into a scan database and displayed in your 

drawing. 

Process Images: if selected, any images taken by the controller camera will be imported and attached to 

your points. 

Process codelist: if selected, will copy the codelist that was used in the field into your project Automap 

file, to allow you to further customize if desired. 

Advanced Options Dialog 

Press Advanced to access additional options: 
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Geoid Path: Press the Browse button to locate the folder containing 

your Leica geoid (*.gem) models.  This is only necessary if a geoid 

was used when collecting field data. 

CSCS Path: Press the Browse button to locate the folder containing 

your Leica country specific coordinate system (*.cscs) files.  This is 

only necessary if a cscs file was used when collecting field data. 

Default Linework Layer and Connection Options: Specify the 

default linework processing options, which will be used if there is 

not a matching AutoMAP entry for the figure being drawn. 

Whenever there is a matching AutoMAP entry, it will override the 

defaults specified here. 

Use Point Code/Use Feature Code: will determine which type of 

field code to apply when selecting AutoMap attributes to apply to 

linework as it is generated.  We recommend “Use point code” 

Segment length: Any arcs or splines generated by the Captivate 

controller will be drawn as curve fitted arcs with segments of this 

length. 

AutoMAP Controls: Specify whether to process AutoMAP symbols, and which AutoMAP library to use. 

Exercise: Captivate Import: 

1. Create a new drawing 
2. Set the Project folder to .\ materials\1basics 
3. Name it Captivate.dwg 
4. Assign Units "meters" 
5. Save 
6. Import Leica DBX 
7. Browse to .\ materials\1basics and select “Captivate Sample” 
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a. NOTE: Go to Advanced 
if you need to select an 
AutoMap that matches 
your Leica Code list 

b. If you have referenced 
a GEM file or CSCS file 
when working with 
Captivate, you must go 
into “Advanced” and 
browse to a copy of 
this file on your 
system.  (this is not the 
case in this simple 
exercise) 

8. Configure as shown: 

 

9. Import
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Printing Basics 
Map360 includes pre configured layouts which are derived from the template when you create 

a new drawing.  This lesson takes you through the steps of configuring a preconfigured layout 

and generating a print out or PDF file.  There are two versions of sample files and exercises so 

that you can choose to learn how to print in metric or imperial units. 

Exercise: Open Exercise File 

 

Please decide whether you wish to follow the Imperial or Metric lesson at this stage.  Choose the Imperial 

version if you work in feet, choose the Metric version if you work in meters.  The sample drawing you 

open next will be the first step. 

 

Pick “Open Scenes…” from the 
start page: 

 
 

 
Browse to 
.materials/2intermediate 
 

 
 

Imperial Version: 
Open Parking Lot Scene 
Complete.dwg 
 
Metric Version: 
Open Parking Lot Scene 
Complete Metric.dwg 
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An Introduction to Layout Space 
When you are drafting and doing your analysis in Map360 you are working in Model Space.  In 
this lesson you will learn how to switch from working in Model Space to Layout Space for 
printing purposes.  Map360 includes four preconfigured drawing Layouts and create additional 

custom Layouts if required.  
At the bottom of your drawing screen you will find tabs for these workspace options.  To view your 

drawing in the preconfigured Letter Layout, select the tab at the bottom of your drawing which will be 

displayed as metric or imperial depending what units you have selected to work in.   

 

Exercise: Select Preconfigured Layout: 

1. Switch to the Layout “Imperial Letter Landscape” or “Metric Letter Landscape 1” 

 

 

Viewports 
A layout is a representation of your printed output onto paper or saved PDF format.   The 

dimensions in Layout Mode are as they would appear if printed onto paper. A Layout can 

include Viewports.  A viewport is a window into model space that allows you to configure how 

your print will appear. 

In this layout example there are a main viewport and two smaller detail viewports.  Each viewport can 

have a different scale to allow you to display details in the scene.    

To begin, activate a viewport by selecting the “Activate Viewport” button.  A viewport border outline 

becomes bold which indicates that it is now active so you can now zoom in or out and move the drawing 

as desired.  To switch to another viewport you only need to click once inside the box.  You can also lock 

your viewport so you do not accidentally change it and this will be covered in the next exercise.    

Layout commands below are found in the command ribbon under the Labeling tab: 

   Layout Viewports command allows you to create a new viewport   

   Activate or deactivate viewports using these buttons 

Exercise: Configure a viewport 

1. Pick “Activate Viewport” to activate it 
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2. Use Zooming and panning to roughly configure how you would like your drawing to appear. 

3. Pick “Deactivate Viewport.” 

 
 

 

  
 

4. Repeat this operation on the other two detail viewports to show a closer view of the body and the 

shells. 

5. Finally, you will want to lock the viewport so the scale and position cannot be accidentally change. 

6. Pick the viewport window (the rectangle containing your drawing) 

7. Open the properties dialog 

8. Change “Display Locked” to “Yes” 

9. verify that the change was effective by trying to activate the viewport again.  If it is locked, it will 

appear in red. 

Customizing Annotations 
 The text block that is included in the pre-configured layout is designed so you can fill out 

required elements by modifying the placeholder text entries.  Use the properties dialog to 

accomplish this.  Clicking on the text will display blue grips and bring up the Properties dialog 

on the left side.  From Properties you can type in the desired text and change your text height along with 

other options.  
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Exercise: Customize Annotations 

1. Left click “[Insert Text Here]” entry below “Date of Occurrence” 

2. Right click and select “Properties” 

3. Modify the “Display” field text, size and (if required) background masking properties.  (You can 

make up whatever numbers, dates or other information as required) 

4. Repeat this operation for the other entries in the text block. 

Viewport Layers 
When a viewport is active you can use a special icon in the layers list to freeze a layer only in 

the active viewport.  This allows you to configure different viewports to display different 

types of information. 
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Exercise: Configure Viewport Layer Properties 

1. Activate each viewport. 
2. Hide unwanted text in each viewport by 

selecting the unwanted text and using the 
special "Freeze in selected Viewport" 
button in the layer properties pull down.   

 
Important: Take care that you are using the 
correct "Freeze" icon so your option does not 
affect all views. 
 
 
Important: Take care that you are performing this 
operation only when the desired viewport is active 
 
Tip: You can also use grips to edit other items in 
model space when the viewport is active. 
 

 

3. Configure the detail viewport so it is 
uncluttered 

4. Deactivate the viewport when done 
 

 
5. Configure the main viewport so it is 

uncluttered: 
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6. Deactivate the viewport when done 
 

 
 

Viewport Scaling 
A viewport scale can be set both “by eye” and by setting exact properties is the properties 

dialog.  The easiest method to learn is a combination of both techniques: 

• Arrange the viewport so it “looks right” and includes all needed details 

• Set an exact scale in the viewport properties (customarly a number rounded to the nearest 10 or 

5) 

• Lock the viewport in the properties dialog 

 

 

 

Exercise: Configure Viewport Scale Property 

1. Select your main viewport and bring up its properties 
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2. Set “Display Locked” to “No” 

3. Set “Scale” to  

Imperial Version: 1” = 50’ 

Metric Version: 1=0.600 

4. Repeat this operation for the two detail viewports.  Set them both to: 

Imperial Version: 1” = 20’ 

Metric Version: 1 = .25 

5. Set “Display Lockeed” to “Yes” for all three viewports again 
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6. Finally, customize the labels shown above so they report a correct scale 

Scale Bar 
The Scalebar function is found on the Labeling ribbon.  This function inserts a correctly sized 

scale bar into the CAD space you are working in and does not require you to compute any scale 

factors.  In this application we’ll activate the viewport and place a scalebar directly in model space, and 

then deactivate the viewport. 

Exercise: Scalebar 

1. Activate the main viewport 

2. Launch Labeling | Scalebar 

3. Place a scalebar in the lower left corner of your viewport 

Imperial Version: Make it 100 Feet long and use the grips to adjust the appearance and style 

Metric Version: Make it 30 meters long and use the grips to adjust the appearance and style 

4. Use the grips and properties to adjust the position and style of the scale bar 

5. Deactivate the viewport 
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Configure a Print 
Configuring a print is a simple process once the layout has been configured.  The process 

taught will yield consistent results whether printing to paper or exporting a PDF. 

 

Exercise: Configure a Print 

1. Launch Home Button | Print 

2. Select the desired printer (if any) and paper size.  NOTE: Your printer name and the exact Printer 

behavior may vary from this example, so be sure to use the “Print Preview” feature to determine 

the correct settings. 

3. Select Landscape Orientation 

4. Select “Print Lineweights” 

5. IF YOU ARE PRINTING WITH POINTCLOUD DATA: Select “Convert Vport to Image.”  This feature 

enhances the appearance of pointcloud data and decreases the processing time when printing. 

Imperial Version Metric Version 
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6. Select “Preview” to see the results.   
 

TIP: If the view is not properly centered: 
 
Close the Preview window and make 
adjustments: 
 
You can adjust the X and Y offset as was 
done in the metric example 
 
 You can change your settings so you use 
the “Extents” strategy: 
-Check on “Fit to Paper” 
-Change “Area” entry to “Extents” 
-Check on “Center on Page” 
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Imperial Version 
 

Metric Version 

  
 

7. When you are satisfied with the appearance of the Preview: 

 Select “Print” to print to your selected printer 

 Select “PDF” to generate a PDF file 

Export PDF 
Map360 can generate a PDF file.  PDF, or “Portable Document Format” is a type of file that can 

easily be distributed among public safety professionals, legal professionals and jurists and can 

be viewed using software that is available on almost any computer or mobile device.  Map360 allows 

you to create a document that can be printed or viewed just as you would a paper document.  Exporting 

with layer support allows your audience to freeze and thaw views just as you can in a CAD program.  

 

Exercise: Export PDF 

1. Ensure you have completed the print configuration steps in the previous section 

2. Launch Home Button | Print 

3. Select “Export to PDF” 

4. Select “Save in” to browse to your desired destination folder 

5. Enter a name for the PDF you will create 

6. Save 
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5. Configure as below: 

 Notes: 

o Enable Layer Support allows a viewer to freeze/thaw the same layers your CAD file used 

o Convert Vport to image option enhances visibility with pointcloud data, but replaces the 

viewport with an image so that layers can no longer be frozen or thawed in the final 

document. 

o Avoid “Zoom to Extents mode” as this can override your printable margins and the 

image won’t fit on the pdf 

 Imperial Version Metric Version 
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7. The new PDF file will be created in your destination folder.  Open it in your favorite PDF viewer 
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Architectural Wall 

The Architectural Wall tool is a simple way of creating a wall with a given height, thickness and 

justification. 

 

NOTE: 

• Understanding Justification is an important aspect of the Wall function, be sure to review the 
attached PDF and "Further Reading" reference so you'll be able to create walls in later projects. 

Select the Wall button from the drop down menu to add walls to your scene. 

Begin drawing with the default width and height or customize your wall by selecting the option 

you’d like to change by typing the capitalized “shortcut” key.  For example, type “h” to specify a 

different height for your wall before you draw it. 

 

The justification of the wall can also be changed from Left, Right, Baseline, or Center. This will need 

to be adjusted depending on how the walls were measured. 
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The walls will automatically trim at the corners as you draw and the properties of the wall can be 

changed at any time from the properties panel. 

You can enter walls using the same workflow you do with polylines, by manually entering distances 

or by selecting vertices with the mouse.  The options dialog allows you to 

change variables as you proceed.  You can modify the wall after creation 

by manipulating grips. 

 

Before you begin drafting walls in 2D you need to determine some key dimensions: 

 

1. Width (thickness) of wall (typically .5 feet or .15 meters) 

2. Justification (Left, right, Center) 

3. Locations of all corners or dimensions of wall 

4. Positions of all opening (Doors, Windows) 

5. Dimensions of all openings 

Justification explained: 

Justification is determined by whether you measured a room from the inside, outside or center, and 

whether you are entering measurements in a clockwise direction or a counterclockwise direction.   

If you imagine yourself sighting along the wall facing the direction that you measured, you can easily 

determine whether to select Left, Center or Right Justification.   
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In this example 
the red reference 
line shows where 
measurements 
were taken.  It is 
on the left side of 
the wall, therefore 
the justification 
will be left. 
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Examples: 

To draw a wall with the current values 

Specify start point of wall or [Convert 2D entities to walls/Width/Height/Justification/Style]: Specify 

the start point of the wall. 

Specify end point or enter the length of wall segment or 

[Width(6.0000)/Height(96.0000)/Arc/Undo]: Specify the endpoint of each segment, then press Enter 

when done or Close to add the last endpoint at the start point.  

To draw a wall with specific values 

Specify start point of wall or [Convert 2D entities to walls/Width/Height/Justification/Style]: Choose 

Width. 

Specify wall width <4.0000>: Enter the width of the wall. 

Specify start point of wall or [Convert 2D entities to walls/Width/Height/Justification/Style]: Choose 

Height. 

Specify wall height <96.0000>: Enter the height of the wall. 

Specify start point of wall or [Convert 2D entities to walls/Width/Height/Justification/Style]: Choose 

Justification. 

Select wall justification [Left/Center/Right/Baseline] <Baseline>: Choose how the wall will be 

justified relative to the points you select when drawing the wall. 

Specify start point of wall or [Convert 2D entities to walls/Width/Height/Justification/Style]: Choose 

Style. 

? to list/Specify wall style name <Interior>: Enter the name of the wall style. To view a list of all wall 

styles, choose ?.  

Specify start point of wall or [Convert 2D entities to 

walls/Width(4.0000)/Height(96.0000)/Justification(Baseline)/Style(Interior)]: Specify the start point 

of the wall. 

Specify end point or enter the length of wall segment or 

[Width(6.0000)/Height(96.0000)/Arc/Undo]: Specify the endpoint of each segment, then press Enter 

when done or Close to add the last endpoint at the start point. Choose Arc to add an arc segment to 

the wall. 

To convert 2D entities to walls 
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Specify start point of wall or [Convert 2D entities to walls/Width/Height/Justification/Style]: Choose 

Convert. 

Select lines, arcs, circles, or polylines to be converted to walls: Select the 2D entities to convert to 

walls, then press Enter. 

Erase layout geometry? [Yes/No] <No>: Choose Yes to delete the selected 2D entities. Choose No to 

retain the selected 2D entities. 

 

Exercise: Architectural Wall 
 

In this exercise we will focus on a two dimensional approach to using the architectural wall, door and 

window features in Map360.  In this case, dimensions were measured around the inside of a room in 

order to recreate the room in Map360.  In the sketch below we can see the dimensions that were 

measured, and used when creating a drawing in the IMS School course "1.0 Forensic Mapping Imports: 

Room Measurements:" 
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Detailed measurements were taken of doors and windows that are in the longest wall and of the 

positions of these openings:  

 

 

Before you begin please note: 
 
Wall width = .15 m 
Wall height and door and window dimensions will not be entered in this exercise. 
Measurements were taken from the inside of the room and that will guide the type of justification you 
set. 
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A 3D approach to drawing this same room that uses vertical dimensions will be taught in the course " 3.0 
Pointcloud 3D" 

 

1. Ensure that you have printed out the workbook so you can reference the dimensions for placing the 
doors and windows. 

2. Open .\Materials\2 Intermediate\Room Measurements-complete.dwg 
3. Use the Join tool to merge all the lines into a single polyline 
4. Modify the properties of the polyline to change its color to red and layer to 0 
5. Set your current layer to "Sketch" 
6. Start wall command 
7. Set width = .15. 

• NOTE: normally at this stage you would set the justification value, but in this lesson we'll set it 
later so that it is easy to understand the purpose of justification 

8. Type C to specify you will convert the polyline into Wall entities: 

• Specify start point of wall or 
[Convert/Width<0.150>/Height<2.400>/Justification<Baseline>/Style<Standard>]: C 

9. Select the polyline and <enter> 
10. When prompted if you wish to erase layout geometry, type N 

• Erase layout geometry? [Yes/No] <No>: N 
11. Select the whole drawing now, and use the selection filter in the Properties dialog to view the 

properties of only the walls. 
12. Modify the "Justify" setting from "Center" (the default) to "Left" and verify that the red polyline is 

now shown on the inside of your room, as in this image: 

 
13. Freeze the zero layer and set "Sketch" as your 

current layer.  This will hide the triangulation widget 
and red construction polyline from view. 
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Door/Window/Opening 
 Once your walls are 

drawn, add Doors, 

Windows and Openings.   

 Look at the status bar to accept the default sizes or 

make changes.  You may enter measured values as 

you work, or accept the default values and modify the 

properties of your doors and windows afterwards. 

Width: Select enter to use the default width or type in 

a new value and hit enter.  

Height: Select enter to use the default height or type 

in a new value and hit enter.  

Header Height: Select enter to use the default header height or type in a new 

value and hit enter.  The header height is the distance from the bottom of the 

wall to the top of the door. 

Placement: Select a wall to insert a door, window or 

opening or enter to place the door manually. 

Pick a point on the selected wall to insert or enter a distance. 

The distance is measured from the start of the wall. If necessary, the wall can be reversed by its grips to 

measure from the other end.  

All properties can be changed any time from the properties panel. The Swing Direction and Swing Angle 

of a Door (default 90 degrees) can also be changed by its grips or from the properties panel. The Door, 

Window, or Opening can also be resized or moved within the same wall by dragging its grips. 
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Exercise: Doors 
1. Continue working with .\Materials\2 Intermediate\Room Measurements-complete.dwg 
2. Now we can start adding doors and windows to our room: 

 
3. Start the "Door" command 
4. Type W and set the width to 1.04 

• Select parent wall or press <Enter> or [Width<0.900>/Height<2.000>/HEAder 
height<2.000>/Style<Standard>]: w 

• Specify door width <0.900>:1.04 
5. Select the longest wall (the one at the bottom of your screen) 
6. Position the two doors using the dimensions "4.36" and "2.09" 
7. You can position the element by eye, or you can enter the dimension from the left end of the wall: 

 
8. <escape> 
9. Select your doors and modify their properties.  Adjust the "Swing" properties so the swing angles 

are 30 degrees. 
10. Use the grip to reverse the direction of the rightmost door: 
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Exercise: Windows 
 
1. Continue working with .\Materials\2 Intermediate\Room Measurements-complete.dwg 
2. Start the "Window" command

 
3. Type W and set the width to .73 

• Select parent wall or press <Enter> or [Width<0.900>/Height<1.500>/HEAder 
height<2.000>/Style<Standard>]: w 

• Specify window width <0.900>: .73 
4. Select the longest wall 
5. Position the two windows using the dimensions 3.48 and 1.21 
6. <escape> 

 
 

7. Inspect the result: 
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Exercise: 2D Body Poser 
 

4. Continue working with .\Materials\2 Intermediate\Room Measurements-complete.dwg 
5. Start Body Poser command 

6. Place a male person shape in the location shown below 

7. Use grips to arrange limbs and size 
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Advanced Linetypes 
Drawing roadway lines, dividers, and fences are easy with the advanced linetype feature.  Choose from 

nearly 100 common 2D and 3D line types making it even easier to recreate the scene for your diagram.  

Adding realism to your scene is very quick when you convert existing linework into centerlines, barriers, 

fences, or skid marks! The advanced linetypes can also be customized to fit your scene. 

 

Selecting the Advanced linetypes button opens the advanced lines dialog. 

Select a category:    Select the linetype associated  

with the selected category:  

     

A preview will appear for each selected linetype. 

Change the color and layer and Customize the properties of the linetype prior to drawing.  

The linetypes can be customized at any time from the properties panel. 
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Exercise: Advanced Linetypes 

 

1. Continue Working with  .\Materials\2 Intermediate\Room Measurements-complete.dwg 
2. Start Advanced Linetypes command 

3. Select Paths group 

4. Select Footprints 

5. Select red colour 

6. Draw a path of footprints as shown above 
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Accident Reconstruction 

Scene Analysis 

The scene analysis dialog has many valuable calculations available. Map360 includes common 

formulas used in the forensic mapping / accident reconstruction fields. The user needs to be 

familiar with these formulas and know when they should be used and applied.  Scene 

analysis can be found on the Analysis ribbon.  The scene analysis dialog has 9 groups of 

formulae available, plus a vehicle database browser.  

Vehicle Database Browser 

The vehicle database is a window into a large database that allows the user instant access to various 

vehicle dimensions. 

Once the vehicle is chosen, the data displays in the 

right pane. This data can be copied to the windows 

clipboard as is, or a comprehensive report can be 

produced by clicking the Full Report button. This 

report can then be copied to the clipboard. 

A 2D symbol can be inserted with the following 

dimensions. 

 

 

 

 

Exercise: Vehicle Database 

1. Open \materials\2intermediate\Kia Soul Crush.dwg 

2. Open the Vehicle Database Browser 

3. Locate the entry for a 2011 Kia Soul 2.0 L 

4. Select “Feet” in the units section 

5. Select “Insert” 

6. Configure the dialog as below 
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7. Select Insert 

8. Insert the vehicle outline on top of the Ortho image 

9. Save your drawing 

Crush 

The crush analysis tool calculates the damage energy associated with the crush measurements 

and the equivalent barrier speed/velocity (EBS/EBV) the vehicle experienced during the 

crushing.  This crush tool uses the 2points/4points/6points crush calculation method allowing a 

user to input the 2, 4, or 6 crush measurements that are equally spaced across the damage 

width. The stiffness values, vehicle weight, principle direction of force (PDOF), length, and crush length 

will also be input by the user. The Energy and EBS will be calculated and the results will be displayed on 

the dialog. A report can be generated for the user that contains the input values, the calculated results, 

the equations used and the crush profile. 

The crush tool can be used with measurement data, an image, symbol, or point cloud.  

Procedure 
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Select the crush analysis button and click in the drawing for the C1 then C6 location.  The crush tool will 

appear in the drawing area and the dialog will open. The distance between the measurements C1-C6 is 

equal.   

Select the crush tool and the grips will appear. 

The grips can be used to adjust the crush depth, 

length, pdof, direction, and placement of the 

measurement text. As the grips are adjusted, the 

values update in the dialog. 

From the dialog, the user can switch to a 

C2/C4/C6 method. The values can also be typed 

in the dialog and the adjustments will 

automatically show in the drawing.  

The crush length is the distance between C1 and 

C6, which is the physical width of damage 

observed on the vehicle. Length is the value used 

in the calculation. It is generally equal to the 

crush length if the direct and induced damaged 

does not extend across the entire end or side of 

the vehicle. 

The weight can be obtained from the vehicle 

specs database found in the scene analysis. The 

occupants and cargo weight can also be included 

in this weight. 

The stiffness coefficients, A and B, can be obtained from user calculations or derived from published 

data. The G value for the calculation uses A and B and will fill automatically. 

Once the crush parameters are input, the results will be displayed.  

 The following formulas are used in the crush analysis tool: 

Y = (1 + tan(PDOF)²) 

G = A² / 2*B 

E = L/5 * [5G + A/2 * (C1 + 2*C2 + 2*C3 + 2*C4 + 2*C5 + C6) 

+ B/6 * (C1² + 2*C2² + 2*C3² + 2*C4² + 2*C5² + C6² + C1*C2 + C2*C3 + C3*C4 + C4*C5 + C5*C6)] * Y 

EBS = Sqrt (2g*(E/12) / Wt) 
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The settings button on the dialog allows the display options to be adjusted. Each part of the crush tool 

can be displayed or turned off. The elements that are checked will display in the report.  The user can 

generate a crush report by selecting Report and a secondary dialog will appear to enter details for the 

report. The report will include the inputs, results and calculations if chosen.  The Attach Files button 

allows the user to attach files such as images or pdfs to the back of the crush report. 

Exercise: Crush Analysis 

 

1. Continue working with \materials\2intermediate\Kia Soul Crush.dwg 

2. Start the Crush Analysis tool 

3. Activate endpoint snaps 

4. Snap to the right front corner, and then the left front corner 

5. Select the crush tool, and use the arrow grips to define the values for C1 to C6 

6. Check the entry in the drawing which quotes the Vehicle Database specs for the Kia Soul and 

note that the weight is 2899.08 lbs 

7. Enter the weight in the Crush Analysis dialog 

8. Refer to the table below which lists the A and B stiffness coefficients for a mid-size vehicle 

similar to the Kia Soul at 266.08 and 108.92 respectively 
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9. Enter the A and B values in the Crush Analysis dialog 

10. Note that the computed change in velocity is 58 ft/s or 40 mph 

11. Select Report and create a PDF report to document the computations 
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Speed 

The Speed tab contains all the basic speed equations for collision investigation.  

 

Exercise: Speed 

1. Open .\materials\2intermediate\Slide to Stop.dwg 

2. Open Scene Analysis | Speed 

3. Select Roadway Grade < 10 % (6°) 

4. Select Units -> feet 

5. Set μ coef of fric (min,max,step) to 1,1,1 

6. Set m. roadway grade to 0 degree 

7. Set braking efficiency to .75 

8. Select “Pick Drawing to get Distance” 

9. Pick “Select lines, polylines, lwpolylines and/or arcs” 

10. Pick the Polyline (which the skid line is plotted on top of)   

11. <ENTER> 

12. Review the computed distance and select “OK” 

13. Ensure that the units for the computed distance are displayed as feet 

14. Calculate 

15. Note that the Calculated speed is 34 miles/hr 

16. Select “Create Report in MS Word” to create a report of the calculations 
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Angular Momentum Analysis 

Approach and departure angles are input that allows computation of vehicle momentum 

before, during and after impact.  These are easy to compute from a CAD file. 

Exercise: Momentum Analysis 

1. Open .\materials\2intermediate\Momentum Angles.dwg 

2. Thaw the “Hidden” layer 

3. Activate the Momentum Angles tool 

4. Place V1 at the location of the vehicle outline left of the yellow sedan 

5. Activate endpoint snaps and snap to the center of gravity of the vehicle 

6. Orient the V1 rectangle so that the Approach angle points toward the top of the screen 

7. Place V2 at the location of the vehicle 

outline that is traveling east (right on the 

screen) 

8. Orient the V2 rectangle so that the 

Approach angle points toward the right of 

the screen 

9. Watch the status bar for 4 more prompts: 

a. Snap to the center of gravity for the 

first recreation of V1 after impact 

when prompted "Pick the start 

point for departure angle of vehicle 

1:" 

b. Snap to the center of gravity for V1 

at rest when prompted "Pick the 

end point for departure angle of 

vehicle 1:" 

c. Snap to the center of gravity for the 

first recreation of V2 after impact 

when prompted "Pick the start point for departure angle of vehicle 2:" 

d. Snap to the center of gravity for V2 at rest when prompted "Pick the end point for 

departure angle of vehicle 2:" 

10. Use the Approach and Departure angles listed for further computations 
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Airborne 

Use the airborne tab in the analysis dialog to compute speed at takeoff in a variety of falling, 

vaulting or trajectory scenarios.  In this example we’ll predict take off speed given the vertical 

and horizontal distance traveled during a fall from height. 

Exercise: Airborne 

 

1. Open .\materials\2intermediate\Airborne.dwg 

2. Open Scene Analysis | Airborn 

3. Set Units = Metric 

4. Select “Fall, level Take off” Take off speed formula 

5. Select “Pick two points to get distance, height, slope and take off angle” 

6. Activate node snap 

7. Snap to the point at 2 (top of the roof) 

8. Snap to the point at 1 (COG of deceased) 

9. OK to accept results 

10. Calculate 

11. Note that our result predicts that the victim was traveling 9 km/hr horizontally at the time of the 

fall, and compare this with a typical walking speed of 5 km 

12. Select “Create Report in MS Word” to create a report of the calculations
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Symbols 
Symbols are drawings which come preconfigured so you can insert them into your drawing 

to save time. Map360 comes preloaded with many symbols which you can search for, 

modify and customize. You can also create your own symbols or download them from online 

sources. In this module we'll learn how to search for and insert symbols in the Symbol 

Librarian.  Learn more about the Symbol Library in the "Drawing Basics" chapter of you manual. 

 

Exercise: Symbol Library 

1. Open . \materials\2intermediate\Accident Reconstruction EVR Import Complete.dwg 

2. Open Symbol Library 

3. Type CAR – MID-SIZE – 4DOOR – TOP VIEW in the search field and hit enter 

4. Select the symbol that appears in the search results and pick insert 

5. Place the new symbol near the Vehicle 2 points 

Quick Align 
You can align one or more selected entities with other entities in two-dimensional space. First 

you select the entities you want to move and align, then you specify pairs of points to move 

and align the selected entities.  The most common reason why users use this command is to 

align images, or objects to known points in their scene.  For example to align a background 

image, or to align a vehicle symbol to known evidence points in their drawing. 

Exercise: Quick Align 

1. Continue working with Accident Reconstruction EVR 
Import Complete.dwg 

2. Turn on the node snap and endpoint snap 
3. Start Quick Align command 
4. Select the CAR – MID-SIZE – 4DOOR – TOP VIEW 

symbol 
5. Pick near the left rear axle location on the symbol 

6. Snap to point 1074 
7. Pick near the left front axle location on the symbol 
8. Snap to point 1073 
9. Enter 
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Modify Symbols in the Library 
The Symbol Library comes with thousands of predefined symbols, but can make changes to 

the existing symbols and save them for future use by using the Edit option. 

You can browse to any symbol in your Symbol Librarian, select the exemplar symbol you 

want to change and select the Edit icon: 

 

The symbol will open in a new CAD window.  

Make any changes, and “Save as…” and enter a 

new name. 

 

Now the symbol is available for later use. 

 

 

 

 

Importing Symbols 
The Symbol Library comes with thousands of predefined symbols, but there is no reason you cannot 

expand on that selection by copying scenes you have created yourself. 

• You can import dwg or dxf files from the internet or other users 

• You can import dwg files that you have created yourself 
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Note: Prior to saving the DWG or DXF to import, zoom extents your drawing so the preview in the 

Symbol Librarian will show the whole symbol. 

In the Symbol Librarian, highlight the category you’d 

like to add a symbol to and select Import Symbol. 

Browse to the folder with your custom symbol and 

select Open. 

Specify the original units and press OK. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The symbol is now part of your library and you can either browse to it or search for the DWG/DXF name. 

Exercise: Import a Symbol 

 

1. Open the Symbol Librarian from the Draw Ribbon:  

2. Highlight the “Signs” category and pick the plus 
button: 

3. Select the option to “Import” 

 

 

 

 

4. Browse to .\materials\2intermediate\STOP sign 
symbol inches.dwg  and then “Open” 
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5. You will be prompted to assign units.  Pick inches. 

 

6. Now the symbol is available to be added in other 
drawings.   

 

3D Viewing 

 If your Map360 License allows it, you can create 3D CAD objects and view them from various 

perspectives.  Let's learn about these viewing options before importing a Collada Symbol which 

looks best when viewed using 3D options: 

 

The Orbit feature uses entity snaps to define the center for rotation and it allows you to 

control orbiting while you hold down the left mouse button.  Trigger the function from the 

Quick access toolbar or by using the Shift key and middle mouse button: 

 

 

Use the “Top” button on the Quick Access toolbar to return to plan view. 
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 3D objects in the scene can be rendered with solid faces for a realistic appearance. 

The Realistic toggle is found on the quick access toolbar and will switch between 2D 

wireframe and realistic rendering. 

      

 

 

Note: The keyboard shortcut for this command is “s” 

Import Collada 
The Collada Import tool allows you to convert Collada or kml format files that can be 

downloaded from free from the Google Sketchup Warehouse.  You will need a free account 

to access these files.  Converted files are stored in your symbol library for use in the future. 

NOTES: Drawings available in the Sketchup Warehouse can vary in quality and complexity, so be sure to 

audit files before inserting in your drawings. 

 

 

Exercise: Import Collada 

1. SAVE your drawing! 

2. Start the Collada Import function 

3. Browse to .materials\2intermediate and select ram.kmz 
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4. Browse to select the folder in your symbol library you would like to store your new symbol 

5. Import 

6. Place the newly created symbol near Vehicle 2 in the drawing 

7. Rotate approximately 

8. We’ll come back to the drawing in a minute… 

9. Open Symbol Library 

10. Find the Ram Symbol, select and edit 

11. Zoom to extents 

12. Type AUDIT in the status bar and let Map360 repair any errors found in the symbol (NOTE: if 

errors were found during audit you can close your open drawing without saving.  The 

repaired symbol can be reinserted from the symbol library.  That’s why step 1 was to save 

the drawing!) 

13. Change visual styles to Realistic 

14. Arrange the symbol so you can see it well in the open drawing, and save 

15. Re-open the symbol library and confirm the Ram symbol is configured as desired for future 

use 

16. Perform a Quick Align on the Ram symbol so the front and rear wheel wells are aligned with 

the measured axle points. 

  
 

  
 

Modifying Symbols After Insertion 
The Properties dialog allows you to change the dimensions and colors of a symbol after it 

has been inserted. 

 

Exercise: Modify Symbols 

1. Continue working with Accident Reconstruction EVR Import Complete.dwg 
2. Ensure the properties panel is visible on the left by picking on  “Properties” on the Edit Ribbon 

3. Select your SMWAGON symbol 

4. Pick “Change Colors” and change the color of your symbol 

5. Try changing the length or width of the symbol by adjusting the dimensions in the properties 

panel 

6. Try changing the dimension of the symbol by picking the grips to scale it 
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Wipeout and Draworder 
Wipeouts display with the current 

background color, so the details behind the 

wipeout do not display or print. Wipeouts 

are created using existing polygons, closed zero-width 

polylines made up of only line segments, or new 

polylines that you draw while using the Wipeout 

command.  

Specify first point or [Frames/Polyline] <Polyline>: To 

draw a wipeout, start choosing points. To turn 

wipeout frames on or off, choose Frames. To create a 

wipeout from an existing polyline or polygon, choose 

Polyline. 

 

 

 

 

Draw Order 

When objects are 

drawn in CAD, 

they are drawn 

one on top of the 

other.  

Sometimes it is 

necessary to 

adjust the draw 

order of objects 

for ascetics. For 

example, in the 

following diagram we want the paint 

line to appear below the vehicle. 

In the Draw Order section of the Draw 

Ribbon, there are numerous draw order tools.  Most are intuitive in what they will do. 

In the example above, the paint line was adjusted and sent to the “back” of the drawing. 
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Exercise: Wipeout and setting Draw order 

1.  Start Wipeout command 

2. Create a wipeout to cover the crushed section of the front right corner of the vehicle  

 
3. Turn the wipeout frames on (if they aren’t already)  

4. Set draworder of wipeout to front to ensure it stays above the symbol  

5. turn wipeout frames off 
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Import Reg360 Ortho Slice for Forensic Mapping 

Import Ortho Slice 
Import Ortho Slice allows you to browse to the DXF file that acts to geolocate an image 

derived from a scan file in Reg 360.  Once the DXF is identified the following steps will occur: 

• The units of your open project are compared against the units noted in the DXF file and 

a scale factor will be computed if required. 

• The DXF file and image file output by Reg360 will be copied to the directory your drawing is 

stored. 

• The DXF file will be inserted as a block, and the image it references will be displayed. 

• The drawing will zoom to extents. 

The image will be placed and scaled so that dimensions will be accurate, and you can use the image 

as a guide for drawing additional elements in the scene. 

Exercise: Import Ortho Slice: 

 

1. Pick on “New Scene” on the Home page 
2. Set the Project folder to .\ materials\1basics 
3. Set Units to meters 
4. Name your new drawing “Ortho Slice.dwg” 
5. Save your drawing 
6. Create a new layer and set it current before importing the ortho slice.  This will make it easy to 

freeze the layer if you are producing a PDF file with layer support. 

7. Data | Import Ortho Slice 

8. Browse to .\Materials\1 basics 

9. Select Slice1.dxf 

10. If prompted to select units, select “Meters” to indicate that the units stored in the DXF are 

meters (When this was last tested it was determined that Reg360 ALWAYS exports a 

georeferenced image as metric) 
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11. Save your drawing 

NOTE: Because you have created this drawing in a folder, if you need to send this drawing to 
another workstation, send the whole folder to ensure the image is included. 

Draw Polylines 

 For this exercise we will draw polylines on top of the inserted image to show wall positions, 

but any CAD entity can be added to an Orthoslice image.  

Exercise: Draw Polylines 

1. Set your current layer to SKETCH 

2. Start Draw |2D Polyline command 

3. Draw the wall lines around the perimeter of the inserted image, and the outline of the table. 

4. Freeze the “0” layer so you can see the linework 

5. Select the wall polyline and use the properties dialog to set Line width to “Heavy” 

6. Thaw the “0” layer and save the result. 
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Imagery 

 

Map360 allows you to insert digital imagery in many ways to enhance or inform your forensic diagram.  

Images may be un-referenced to a global coordinate system and thus not linked to GPS measurements 

or satellite derived imagery, or they may be geo referenced.  In this course we will learn how 

unreferenced and georeferenced image files can be used, and how to reference your project to a global 

coordinate system, gps measurements and satellite imagery. 

 

Attach an Image 

Images can be easily added to the scene or attached to your deliverable.  When attaching an 

image within the drawing, the image needs to be stored as a separate file. If you wish to move 

your drawing to a different workstation you will need to move the images as well. When 

attaching images to the evidence report, they are embedded within the PDF and do not need to be 

shared with the PDF. 

Attaching the Image 

 
Select Attach Image from the Data Ribbon  
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The dialog displays, allowing you to 
navigate to the proper folder and find the 
image you want. 
 
Select the photo and click Open.   
 
 

 
  
The Attach Image dialog will appear. 
 
If your image is a geo-referenced image 
such as an aerial photo check “Use 
positioning file” and navigate to where that 
file is. Typical positioning files have the 
extension .tfw or .jwg and accompany the  
image of the same name  
 
If you check the “specify on screen” 
checkbox you will be asked to define the 
insertion point and scale on screen. If you 
uncheck them, you can place in values. In 
this example, they will be left checked.    
 
 
Click OK, and then click on the screen 
where you want the bottom left of the 
image to display. Then click again to define 
the size of the image. 

 

 

Exercise: Insert Image 

1. Create a new drawing 

2. Save it in 2 Intermediate 

3. Assign Metric Units 

4. Call it Image Insertion.dwg 

5. Attach Image 

6. Select .materials\2intermediate\3500_Carrington_Road_Unreferenced.png 

7. Configure as shown, so you will be prompted to manually position your image: 

8. OK 
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9. Type 500,500 

for the insertion 

point 

10. Type 1000 for 

Scale 

11. Zoom to extents 

12. Save your 

drawing.  You 

have now 

succeeded in 

inserting an 

image, manually 

positioning and 

scaling it so it 

won’t relate to 

the “Real 

world.” 
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Scale Image 

The Scale image function allows you to insert an unreferenced aerial image of any source and 

enter a known ground distance in order to correctly scale the image.   

Exercise: Scale Image 

In the image below we can see that a distance of 42.35 meters was measured following the back line of 

a series of parking stalls.  This measurement will be used to resize the image that was inserted in the 

previous exercise. 

  

1. Open Image insertion.dwg 

2. Find the two points labeled 1 and 2 

3. Scale Image 

4. Pick the image to scale. → Select the edge of the image 

5. Pick the first reference point: → Pick the red on white dot that represents point 1 

6. Pick the second reference point: → Pick the red on white dot that represents point 2 

7. Enter the ground measured distance: 42.35 and  

8. Select “Scale image” 

9. OK 

10. Add a distance label to verify that the distance in the image matches that of the measured 

distance. 
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Align Image 

Align (NOT Quick Align) is a function that allows you 

to match two point pairs (source and destination) and 

a shift, rotate and scale will be applied to the image 

so that the source and destination points match each other.  

It’s like magic! 

Exercise: Align Image 

1. Open Image Insertion.dwg 

2. Use “Store and Edit Points” to store the coordinates: 

Point 342 

X = 124.855 

Y = 10.929 

Z = 0.000 

Point 99 

X = 100.000 

Y = 209.779 

Z = 0.000 

 

3. Find “Resize Point labels” on the Labeling Ribbon and 

change the text height to 100.  This will make it easier to see 

your points 

4. Zoom to extents so you can see your points and your image 

(they may be very far apart!) 

5. Select the edge of your image 

6.  “Align” 

7. Match points 99 and 342 (source points) from the marks in 

the image to the stored points in the drawing 

8. <enter> when you are prompted for a third point pair 

9. “Y” when asked whether to scale and <enter> 

10. Finally, click on the edge of your image 

11. Right click 

12. Select Draw Order 

13. Select Back 

14. Save your drawing 

Inserting Georeferenced Imagery 

Inserting a Georeferenced image is similar to inserting an unreferenced image, except that you 

do not need to specify the location.  A georeferenced image is an electronic image file which 

includes information either embedded in the file or in an accompanying text file which are 
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designed to be inserted in a CAD file. The accompanying text file tells Map360 where to place the image 

and how to scale it so that it is positioned in its "true" position. 

Georeferenced images are more efficient than using the "align" method for placing images, however 
they are only effective if your scene data was collected using a correctly assigned geodetic coordinate 
system. If you use GPS to perform data collection, or if you transform conventional, UAV or scanning 
data so that it matches GPS coordinates this will satisfy that requirement. 

Exercise: Insert Georeferenced Image 

 

1. Create a new drawing in 2 Intermediate 
2. Name it Georeferenced image.dwg 
3. Assign Metric Units 
4. Select Attach Image from the Data Ribbon 

5. browse for the image .materials\2intermediate\ 3500 Carrington Road Georeferenced.ecw 

6. Configure as shown: 

 
NOTE: The checkbox for “Use Positioning file” is not necessary in this example, but when your 

georeferenced file has an accompanying text file (for example, a jpg image would have an 

accompanying .jgw file) you would need to select the text file before importing 

7. Zoom to extents 

8. Your image is now inserted, scaled and oriented correctly. 
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Coordinate Systems for GPS and Georeferencing 

The advantage of Georeferenced images is that they allow you to relate your CAD drawing to 

the rest of the globe. This allows you to relate your position information to positions generated 

using GPS and to other geographic information systems.  To relate your georeferenced position 

to the global reference frame, Map360 needs to be told: 

• coordinate system 

• units  

…that were used to create a position.  You have already assigned units when you created the project.  

The coordinate system you assign may require some research, depending on the source. 

We will follow an exercise to link your project to a global position and test that it is accurate using 

Google maps: 

Exercise: Set and Test a Coordinate System 

1. Continue working with Georeferenced image.dwg 

2. Home the Home button → Settings and configure: 

3. On Drawing Settings, Distance units are Meters 

4. On Coordinate Systems, the UTM Zone 11 system has been selected from the UTM Zones, 

NAD83 group. 

Why we suggesting this system?  It is the system that this sample Georeferenced image is designed 

to be used with…and it likely won’t be the system you use in your region. 
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5. Map360 now has the information it needs to relate your position data to the globe. 

6. Select OK 

7. We’ll now perform a test to verify that the CAD settings and you image are correctly positioned 

by exporting a bookmark to Google maps 

8. On your drawing, locate the intersection on Carrington Road that we have been working with 

previously: 
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9. Type editpg in the status bar and enter 

10. Select “Pick Point” and create a database point roughly in the middle of the intersection as you 

see here: 
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11. Note that a latitude of roughly 49.8 degrees N and a longitude of roughly 119.6 degrees W has 

been computed from your pick.  Select “OK” to store the point, and then re-enter Point 1 in the 

Point ID field. 

12. Select the Google Maps bookmark icon to export a bookmark which will open in your default 

browser: 

 
13. You should see: 

 
If you zoom out in your browser you should be able to verify that the image was in the 

Tsinstikeptum 9 First Nation, just northeast of the community of Westbank in British Columbia, 

Canada. 

14. If you did not get the expected results, check that the project units and coordinate system 

settings are correct. 
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Import GPS Measurements 

Now that you have learned how to assign a coordinate system and units to a Map360 project, 

let’s see how scene measurements collected using a GPS receiver can mesh with this data.  This 

next exercise will step you through importing data collected using Evidence Recorder in the 

same UTM zone 11 system that we have worked with before. 

Why we suggesting this system?  It is the system that we selected when collecting this data using 

Evidence Recorder and a GPS receiver.  It likely won’t be the system you use in your region. 

Exercise: Import GPS Measurements 

1. Create a new drawing 

2. Save it in .materials/2intermediate 

3. Select Metric Units 

4. Name it GPS Import 

5. Open Settings and select UTM Zone 11 from the UTM Zones, NAD83 group 

6. Import the Evidence Recorder file “JULY-22-LINEWORK” into your project 

7. Save your drawing 

KML Export to Google Earth 

If you have Google Earth 

installed on your computer and 

have access to the internet, an 

exported KML file will open in Google 

Earth.  KML is a popular format for 

expressing geographic information as it 

can be opened in many GIS softwares and 

the freely accessible Google Earth 

software. 
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Bing Imagery 

Bing is a service of Microsoft that 

provides streaming 

georeferenced imagery for a 

subscription fee.  The subscription fee is 

included with a Map360 license and 

provides unlimited access to images, 

maps and topography.  If your data is 

georeferenced, Bing imagery will display 

seamlessly in the background.   

Sorry, you can’t test the Bing feature if 

you are using Map360 in demo mode. 

 

 

Global Mapper 

Global Mapper is a service that you can link to once your project is georeferenced.  It allows you 

to access both paid and unpaid sources of image, GIS and topographical data: 
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Evidence Markers 
 

 

 

Evidence markers can be easily inserted in your scene with a variety of customizable styles.  

Images, audio notes, and other files can be easily attached to evidence markers.  
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Exercise: Insert Evidence Markers 

1. Open .materials\3advanced\Whiskey Scene UAV\Evidence markers.dwg 

2. Zoom in on the area of interest. 
 

  

 

3. Select the Evidence Markers button from the Analysis tab. 
4. Enter point number 1 and choose a marker type.  
5. Set the Text Height to 0.2 

 

6. Add Legend Text for the 
corresponding point - Cigarette. 

 

7. Select Attach File and browse to 
the Photos folder. Select all 
three photos with EVM1 in the 
name. 

.\materials\3advanced\Whiskey Scene UAV\Photos 

The attachments will appear below the attachment type and can be turned on or off from the 

checkbox 
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8. Select Insert and click on the corresponding evidence marker on the image. (See the preview 
image below) This point will be added to the Evidence Log. If a point 2 already exists, the 
evidence marker will be automatically placed over this point in the scene. 
 

Note: There are two Overview images in the Photos folder that will help you identify the 

placement of the evidence markers.  

 

Tip: To edit an evidence marker double click on the vidence Marker to open the dialog for that 

point. Make changes then select Update.  

 

9. Repeat steps 2 through 6 for Evidence Markers 3 – 7.  Reference the movie for locations if you 
forget. 

 

Evidence Marker Description Number of Photos 

3 Gun 2 

4 Gum/Cream 3 
5 Casing 2 

6 Casing 2 

7 Casing 2 

  

 
10. Close the Evidence Marker dialog. 
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Evidence Legend 
  Quickly add a legend to your drawing that summarizes the evidence at the scene. 

 

 

Exercise: Insert Evidence Legend 

 

1. Select Evidence Legend from 
the Analysis ribbon.   

 

2. Adjust the settings for the 
legend as follows:  

 

3. Select OK to insert the legend in 
the drawing.  
 

The legend can be easily moved 

or rotated as one entity. 
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Evidence Reference 
By default, the coordinates for evidence markers are referenced to the drawing’s world 

coordinate system (WCS).  Sometimes, you may want to base your coordinates off of a 

custom origin such as the corner of a room or other baseline. 

You can have as many reference lines as needed.  For example, one for each room in a house. 

You should define your reference lines before you insert your markers, but it can be done afterwards if 

needed. 

Exercise: Evidence Reference 

1. Start the Evidence Reference command from the Labeling Ribbon. 

2. Pick the origin for the reference line in your drawing. 

3. Pick the direction of the reference line. 

4. If you need to edit the name of the reference line, select it and edit the name in the properties 

panel. 
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Evidence Report 
The Evidence Report allows Map360 users to create a simple deliverable that can be used to 

effectively communicate the scene and critical evidence. 

The PDF file contains scene photos, videos, notes, supplementary documents and diagrams, 

which can be easily shared electronically, filed and printed. 

Exercise: Evidence Report 

1. Select Evidence Report from the Analysis ribbon.  

2. The Evidence Report dialog appears.  

Optionally, you can: 

i. Add a title page 
ii. Add the Drawing as a 

PDF 
iii. Add supplementary 

files 
iv. Include a drawing 

snapshot 
v. Include coordinate 

information 
vi. Organize the 

Evidence Marker 
order 

vii. Adjust the page 
settings 

 

3. Select OK and the report will open and contain the embedded links for all attachments. 
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Printing Advanced 
Map360 includes pre-configured layouts which are derived from the template when you create 

a new drawing.  But if you are a member of a larger organization you will want to create 

drawings which use more than the default settings and ensure all members of your 

organization use the new format.  This course will prepare you to create user defined layouts and apply 

them when creating a new scene. 

User Defined Layouts 
Map360 allows you to create your own page layout.  This allows you to start taking advantage of the 

power of a CAD program as it allows you to create layouts that are customized for your organization and 

can be shared with your colleagues.  Producing drawings with this tool allows you to set standards and 

make it easy for both novice and expert Map360 users to produce drawings with a consistent, 

professional appearance. 

Options for Creating a Custom Layout 

You can view all the options available for creating a 
new layout by right clicking on any layout tab: 
 

 
  
New: allows you to create a new layout, (or Paper 
space) tab 
 
From Template: allows you to create a new Layout tab 
but will also prompt you to browse to an existing dwt 
(or dwg) file and copy a named Layout from the other 
drawing.  This is a powerful function that allows you to 
configure a layout and exchange it easily between 
other users and existing drawings. 
 
Delete: Delete a layout from your current drawing 
 
Rename: Change the name displayed on the layout tab 
 
Copy: Allows you to make a copy of the current layout 
 
Page Setup Manager: Allows you to set Print 
Preferences that will be saved with the layout. 
 
Move Right/Move Left: An easy way to “Cycle” 
through all your different Layouts 
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Creating a User Defined Layout 
Complete either the "IMPERIAL Exercises" or " METRIC Exercises" exercise, depending on the type of 

unit you normally measure scenes.  The procedure is the same with either units, but some settings will 

vary.  The IMPERIAL Exercises begin here, and the METRIC Exercises are listed further down. 

User Defined Layout for a Drawing Measured with Meters 

METRIC Exercises 

Metric Exercise: Create a new Drawing 

1. Select “New Scene” from the Home page 

2. Configure as below: 

 

3. OK 

4. Save 

Metric Exercise: Creating a New Layout 

1. Create a new Layout by right clicking on the “Metric Letter Landscape 2” tab and selecting 

“New.”    

2. Right click on the newly created Layout tab 

3. Select “Rename” 

4. Name it “Ledger” 
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Metric Exercise: Page Setup: 

1. Next we’ll access the Page Setup: 

   

2. Add a new setup and name it “Ledger:” 

       

3. Configure your new page Setup as shown (Options may vary because you may be using a 

different printer) the key settings are: 

• ANSI B, A3, 279.4mm x 431.8mm or Ledger paper size 
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• Landscape orientation 

• Check on “Print lineweights” 

• Scale = 1:1 or 1 “mm” = 1.000 

• (other settings may need to be changed in order to properly center the drawing on the 

page) 

 

 

4. Pick OK 

 

5. Highlight the new Ledger Layout and select “Set 

Current:” 
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Metric Exercise: Insert Viewport and Rectangle 

 

1. The program will preview what your page would 

look like with the default viewport: 

2. Delete the viewport so we can create a new one 

to cover the top two thirds of the page. 

3. We will create a viewport and rectangle that will 

have .25 inch margins around the printed page. 

4. Set your current layer to "VIEWPORTS" 

 

5. Select Layout Viewports from the Labeling ribbon  

 

6. Make a New Viewport at coordinates 10, 93 and 427,274 

7. Change your current layer to “SKETCH” 

8. Draw a Rectangle at coordinates 10,10 and 427,83: 

10 
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9. Depending on the Printer you are using, your new Layout 

and Rectangle may not appear centered on the page 

preview. If so, use the grips to adjust the appearance:   

 

 

Metric Exercise: Explode and Offset 

1. Explode the rectangle so we can add some more features:  

 

2. And now we’ll use offset to add some vertical divisions using the dimensions shown 

below:  

 

Metric Exercise: Add Block 

Next, we’ll insert a block to fill the 
bottom right corner, which allows you 
to label your drawings using 

consistent prompts 
 

1. Insert 
2. Browse to and select  .\Materials\ 

3advanced\Title Block Metric.dwg 
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Metric Exercise: Inserting an Image 

Next we’re going to use “Attach image” to insert a badge. 

1. Copy .\Materials\3advanced\badge.jpg to C:\<Account>\Documents\Leica 

Geosystems\Templates.   

NOTE: We are doing this so that when you use this template the location of the image file will remain 

consistent so that it can always be located no matter where you save a drawing on your computer.  If 

you are creating this template for use in more than a single workstation ensure that the image file is 

copied into the templates folder for all users. 

2. Attach image 

3. Browse to C:\<Account>\Documents\Leica Geosystems\Templates and select Badge.jpg 

4. Configure as shown: 

3. insert it using the options shown: 
4. Position in the bottom right corner 

as shown below 
5. Explode the block so it is easy to edit 

the annotations later 
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5. Insert as shown: 

 

Metric Exercise: Add and Configure Viewports 

Next, create two more viewports. 

1. Make “Viewports” your current layer 

2. Start Viewports command 

3. Activate endpoint snaps 

4. Snap to bottom left, then top right corner 

5. Repeat steps 1 to 3 for the second detail viewport 

6. Save the drawing 

7. Once this is done, add a few items from the symbol library into your model space.  Test 

out the appearance of your viewports.  
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8. CLOSE THE DRAWING WITHOUT SAVING!  …so that the blocks you were testing do not 

become part of every template created in the future. 

 

You’re all finished building the User defined layout now.  Please skip over the Imperial exercises below 

to the section entitled Exercise Metric AND Imperial: Save your dwt file 
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IMPERIAL Exercises 

Imperial Exercise: Create a new Drawing 

 

1. Select “New Scene” from the Home page 

2. Configure as below: 

 

3. OK 

4. Save 

 

Imperial Exercise: Creating a New Layout 

1. Create a new Layout by right clicking on the “Imperial 

Letter Landscape 2” tab and selecting “New.”    

 

2. Then “Rename” and give your new layout the name 

“Ledger:” 

Imperial Exercise: Page Setup 

1. Next we’ll access the Page Setup Manager: 
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2. Add a new setup and name it “Ledger:” 

       

3. Configure your new page Setup as shown (Options may vary because you may be using a 

different printer) the key settings are: 

• 11x17, A3 or ledger paper size 

• Landscape orientation 

• Check on “Print lineweights” 

• Scale = 1:1 or 1 “inches” = 1.000 

• (other settings may need to be changed in order to properly center the drawing on the 

page) 
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4. Pick OK 

5. Highlight the new Ledger Layout and select “Set Current:” 
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Imperial Exercise: Insert Viewport and Rectangle 

 

1. The program will preview what your page would 

look like with the default viewport: 

2. Delete the viewport so we can create a new one 

to cover the top two thirds of the page. 

3. We will create a viewport and rectangle that will 

have .25 inch margins around the printed page. 

4. Set your current layer to "VIEWPORTS" 

 

5. Select Layout Viewports from the Labeling ribbon  

 

6. Make a New Viewport at coordinates .25, 4.0 and 16.75, 10.75  

7. Set your current layer to “SKETCH” 

8. Make a Rectangle at coordinates .25,.25 and 16.75,3.75: 
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9. Depending on the Printer you are using, your new Layout 

and Rectangle may not appear centered on the page 

preview. If so, use the grips to adjust the appearance:   

 

Imperial Exercise: Explode and Offset 

1. Explode the rectangle so we can add some more 

features:  

 

2. And now we’ll use offset to add some vertical divisions using the dimensions 

shown below:  

3.  

 

Imperial Exercise: Add Block 

Next, we’ll insert a block to fill the 
bottom right corner, which allows you 
to label your drawings using 

consistent prompts 
 

1. Insert 
2. Browse to and select  .\materials\ 

3advanced\Title Block.dwg 
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Imperial Exercise: Inserting an Image 

Next we’re going to use “Attach image” to insert a badge. 

 

1. Copy .\Materials\3advanced\badge.jpg to C:\<Account>\Documents\Leica Geosystems\Templates.   

NOTE: We are doing this so that when you use this template the location of the image file will remain 

consistent so that it can always be located no matter where you save a drawing on your computer.  If 

you are creating this template for use in more than a single workstation ensure that the image file is 

copied into the templates folder for all users. 

2. Attach image 

3. Browse to C:\<Account>\Documents\Leica Geosystems\Templates and select Badge.jpg 

4. Configure as shown: 

3. insert it using the options shown: 
4. Position in the bottom right corner 

as shown below 
5. Explode the block so it is easy to edit 

the annotations later 
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5. Insert as shown: 

 

 

Imperial Exercise: Add and Configure Viewports and test out your Layout 

Next, create two more viewports. 

1. Make “Viewports” your current layer 

2. Start Viewports command 

3. Activate endpoint snaps 

4. Snap to bottom left, then top right corner 

5. Repeat steps 1 to 3 for the second detail viewport 

6. Save the drawing first as we want to re use this file later! 

7. Once this is done, add a few items from the symbol library into your model space.  Test 

out the appearance of your viewports.  
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8. CLOSE THE DRAWING WITHOUT SAVING!  …so that the blocks you were testing do not 

become part of every template created in the future. 
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Exercise Metric AND Imperial: Save your new dwt file: 

 

1. Carefully configure this drawing so that it is EXACTLY the way you 

want to start a new drawing.  You can customize layers, remove 

blocks, etc etc… 

2. When ready, select “Save as…” from the Home button. 

3. Select DWT in the “Save as Type” pulldown 

4.  Save the drawing as Ledger.dwt in 

the Template directory. 

5. Save the DWT file in: 

C:\Users\(your login)\Documents\Leica 

Geosystems\Templates 

Options for Applying the New Template 
This new template file can be used two ways.   

Option 1: Apply Template as DWT  

Set the new “Ledger” template as your default template in the New Scene dialog if you wish to make a 

copy of the whole template every time you start a new drawing. 

This is a deceptively powerful method for increasing the efficiency of your drawing work.  If you save this 

blank drawing as a template, you can include all the drawing elements that you include in your drawing, 

such as: 

• Layers 

• Text styles 

• Labeling styles 

• Layouts 

• Symbols 

• Notes to yourself about steps to follow when creating a new drawing 

• Etc etc… 
Whenever you create a new drawing using a template that has all these elements you save yourself 

having to insert or configure them in the future: 
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When you start a New Scene: 

1. Set Scene Name 

2. Set Parent Directory 

3. Decide if you would like to create a new scene folder 

4. Select Units 

5. Pick the ellipses (3 dot button) and browse to your custom template 

6. OK 

Option 2: Importing a Layout from a DWT 

 

Copy the user defined layout out of the new dwt file into any existing drawing made using a different 

template: 

 

1. Right click on your Letter Landscape template tab 
2. Select From Template 
3. Browse to your Templates folder and select the dwt that contains your desired layout  

Note: if you forgot to save the template as dwt it won’t appear until you 

set “Files of Type” to .dwg 

4. Select the desired layout (in this case it's called Ledger) when prompted 
by the dialog you see on the right: 

5. The new layout will be added to your selection of layouts: 

 

Exercise Metric AND Imperial: Create a New Drawing Using the Template 

Now we’ll put the template to use using Option 1: 

1. Switch to the Start page and start a new drawing.   

2. Set the scene name 

3. Set the directory 

4. Select the appropriate drawing units 
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5. Instead of using the default 

template setting, browse to and 

select the template you’ve 

created (My Template.dwt if you 

used the same name as in the 

video) as shown above 

6. “OK” to create the drawing 

7. Switch to your new layout to 

confirm everything worked 

 

 

Exercise Metric AND Imperial: Importing a Layout from a template 

Now we’ll put the template to use using Option 2: 

1. Create a new drawing using the default \forensic_v4.XX.dwt 

2. After the drawing opens, right click on any of the layout tabs and select “From Template” 

3. Browse to C:\<Account>\Documents\Leica Geosystems\Templates\Ledger.dwt 

4. Open 

5. When prompted to select a layout, select “Ledger” 
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6. OK 

7. Verify that the Ledger Layout has been added to your drawing: 

 

 

 

Exercise Metric AND Imperial: Configure a Print 

1. Activate your new Ledger Layout 

2. Launch Home Button | Print 

3. You will find the print dialog is populated with all the settings you have saved with your layout 

4. IF YOU ARE PRINTING WITH POINTCLOUD DATA: Select “Convert Vport to Image.”  This feature 

enhances the appearance of pointcloud data and decreases the processing time when printing. 

Imperial Version Metric Version 
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5. Select “Preview” to see the results.   
 

TIP: If the view is not properly centered: 
 
Close the Preview window and make 
adjustments: 
 
You can adjust the X and Y offset as was 
done in the metric example 
 
 You can change your settings so you use 
the “Extents” strategy: 
-Check on “Fit to Paper” 
-Change “Area” entry to “Extents” 
-Check on “Center on Page” 

 

7. When you are satisfied with the appearance of the Preview: 

 Select “Print” to print to your selected printer 

 Select “PDF” to generate a PDF fil
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